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Love For Life Garden Late Spring Early Summer 2018 
 
----------------------------- 
 
Michael E. V. Knight  
 
@ Kim Braman  
 
things like this are why i say during transition WE must own the 
homes/land/buildings/businesses. 
 
----------------------------- 
 
Arthur Cristian 
 
It's ALWAYS best that we see us (MAN) as caretakers, custodians, stewards, etc, 
taking FULL-RESPONSIBILITY for the certainty, security, stability, peace and calm we 
oversee, provide and stand up for in caring for the children, for the land, the food 
forests, rivers, streams, mountains, valleys, nature, earth and for all the brothers and 
sisters of the wider tribe/village/community we live amongst and who all together share 
this precious sacred life without ever claiming we own something, anything or anyone, 
EVER, and without anyone ever having that certainty, stability, security, peace, calm 
and freedom being threatened and taken from them because if that ever happens to 
any of them, then it has already been taken from us too.  
 
Who we all really are, are the 300 Spartans of "community immunity" - no one gets 
past us because we will stop you if you have (WE SENSE) any intention to do harm to 
the sacred dream of life we are each fully responsible to protect at all times.  
 
No child must ever be raised amongst chaos, a war or a PAX ROMANUS where the 
peace, calm, stability, security, certainty, freedom, etc, has been threatened and taken 
from them. If we let this happen, then we are already destroyed and are without a soul 
- WE ARE ALREADY DEAD - "The System" of a MAN already being inside your head 
to use and abuse you makes us soulless and we truly die with no eternal life before us 
forevermore.  
 
Holding the living dream of MAN'S undefined life must be bigger and stronger than any 
other dream so that it is perpetually sustained and there is your undefined soul moving 
on with timeless eternity forevermore.  
 
You have to remember (know) who you really are to have a soul that is undefined.  
 



The portrait of the whole of your life hanging on the wall must never have you in the 
picture, particularly in the foreground because you are already there, EVERYWHERE.  
 
Get past the "self-obsession", "The System" of another MAN already inside your head 
using and abusing you.  
 
Life really is a dream of life, so when we hold the dreams of another MAN'S intention, 
the e-motions, we already have a broken will and we are allowing the e-motions to 
compel us to perform the intentions of another MAN'S dream without any resistance, 
and therefore, the helm of our vessel is already being controlled by another MAN and 
our vessel is now sailing on the seas of alphabets, as that is all we SEE before us, the 
e-motional dreams of life we hold as that fake persona.  
 
When we let e-motions take over, who we really are is pushed to one side to be 
completely forgotten about, the magnificent undefined living dreams of life we were all 
meant to hold, keep in focus, ALWAYS, and our vessel is now without a rudder or sails 
for an undefined living MAN to be at the control of the helm because we have given up 
the inspiration of who we really are, the unique, original living dreams of life we hold as 
the undefined soul of MAN.  
 
NOW WE ARE TRULY LOST.  
 
True inspirations are not of e-motion though we are conditioned to allow inspirations to 
be filtered through the e-motions and then hijacked so we never realise our true 
inspirations of freedom, consciousness, truth, peace, calm, stability, certainty, etc, etc, 
the living dreams of undefined life we hold.  
 
We don't let these e-motions hijack the true inspirations streaming out of the undefined 
living dreams of life we hold (live for), meaning we are not letting this situation hijack 
those dreams either.  
 
We empower these dreams and we do not let the e-motions feed it (control the helm of 
our vessel) and therefore completely topple the undefined dreams of life we hold and 
live/stand for.  
 
We were never meant to be inside another MAN'S head (so to speak) defining reality 
to them, EVER.  
 
"Definitions Form The Fantasies Of Perceived Realities".  
 
Definitions are alphabets, are the letters, numbers, words, sentences, paragraphs, 
chapters, acts, bills, laws, books, history, storytelling of pure fantasy. Definitions are 
just the dreams of another MAN determined to get inside your head to control you. 
Definitions are NOT your unique, original dreams - you never created any of them.  



 
Raised in "The System", the past and the future, and EVERYTHING of the past and of 
the future, are only alphabets ("The System") spinning inside your head and they are 
only dreams of another MAN, the e-motions playing out as the trauma of the incursion 
(illegal trespass - so to speak), to come onboard your vessel with the the malevolent 
intent, or not, with motive, to control the helm here and now in present sense = you 
now have a broken will.  
 
"The System" IS only the dream created by another MAN to deceive you into giving up 
the FULL-RESPONSIBILITY of being a Spartan protecting the community immunity all 
around you and to direct you to give up the protection of certainty, security, stability, 
peace and calm we were all meant to oversee (stand up for), ALWAYS, so that all the 
children and all the land, the food forests, rivers, streams, mountains, valleys, nature, 
earth and all brothers and sisters of the wider tribe/village/community we live amongst 
are unharmed, and all together, can joyfully share the abundance of this precious, 
sacred life without ever claiming we own something, anything or anyone, EVER, and 
without anyone ever having that certainty, stability, security, peace, calm and freedom 
being threatened and taken from them, because if that ever happens to any of them, 
then it has already been taken from us too, and therefore, the freedom is now slavery, 
the peace is now chaos, the truth is now lies, the certainty is now uncertainty and the 
security is now a prison where you are already being used and abused, raped, pillaged 
and plundered, ALWAYS. :)  
 
Link: 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10217820228525479&type=
3&hc_location=ufi 
+192 Images 
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Love For Life Garden Late Spring Early Summer 2018. 
17th December 2018 at 14:22 
 
With a termination (not eviction) notice hanging over the Cristian family and garden, 
everything and everyone to be out by the end of January 2019, we have to keep up the 
garden so that we can keep feeding the family. We cannot suddenly stop everything. 
For more on this, read this post: 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10217818892492079 posted 17th 
December 2018 on Arthur's Facebook wall. It's also copied below in full. 
 
Below are links to a series of photo albums located here 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/photos_albums showing how a rental property 
in East Bowral, NSW Australia, with a land size of somewhere between 1/10 and 
1/16th of an acre around the house was transformed into a flourishing native and food 



garden producing 1.5 ton of living organic food per year, soon to be 2 ton per year with 
all the excess given away for free, and there is plenty of it during harvest times. All of 
this has been done with very little money since 2011/2012. The land was mostly all 
clay with rock and bulldozed work-site garbage underneath, with a struggling lawn that 
could not get properly established because there was no humus or topsoil due to it all 
being bulldozed away when the developers started building the new rural suburb of 
East Bowral back around 1999. :)  
 
1. How It Looked Before We Started 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10215709374195440.10737
41842.1475329656&type=3 
 
2. 9th & 10th January 2018 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10215709055867482.10737
41840.1475329656&type=3  
 
3. 12th to 15th January 2018 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10215709300633601.10737
41841.1475329656&type=3 
 
4. 15th Jan 2018 to 16th March 2018 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10215708811781380.10737
41839.1475329656&type=3  
 
5. Working Bee Weekend Preparation 5th April 2018: 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10215824720319021.10737
41843.1475329656&type=3 
 
6. Building New Garden Bed 7th to 13th April 2018 - 1/2 Way There: 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10215887526449135.10737
41844.1475329656&type=3 
 
7. New Garden Bed Update 17th to 20th April 2018: 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10215920640676970.10737
41845.1475329656&type=3 
 
8. Garden Update 22nd to 27th April 2018: 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10215991933019234.10737
41846.1475329656&type=3 
 
9. Garden Update 27th June 2018 to 13th July 2018: 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10216458484602732.10737
41847.1475329656&type=3 
 



10. Garden Update 17th July 2018: 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10216617405615658.10737
41848.1475329656&type=3 
 
11. Removal Of Leylandii Trees 28th July 2018: 
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.10216706916533375.1073741849.14753
29656&type=3 
 
12. Early Spring 2018 Love For Life Garden: 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10217133427235876.10737
41849.1475329656&type=3 
 
13. Love For Life Garden Early-Mid Spring 2018: 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10217297376054494.10737
41845.1475329656&type=3  
 
14. Love For Life Garden Late Spring Early Summer 2018:  
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10217820228525479&type=
3  
 
----------------------------- 
 
For more on our background and experiences do read this communication between a 
real estate agent and Fiona Cristian between the 6th November 2017 and the 10th 
December 2017.  
 
It provides a big picture into our intentions and motives for starting Love For Life: 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10216639374644870 and read this post 
too:  
 
Any Connection With PayPal? 
 
Facsism Of PayPal: 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10217288642836169 
 
----------------------------- 
 
Sanitised wrote: 
 
I can't prove it, but i do however believe their are other worlds, dimensions of realities. 
i've done some psychedelics & got a little taste hear n there. Seems like there are 
some ghost-like spirits running amok too. Personally I've never encountered one, but i 
hear people who are attacked in their sleep & paralysed & weird shit like that. Also 
some type of ''alien abduction'' stuff going on. I don't believe in space aliens, but i do 



believe there's spiritual intelligent beings out there. Are they actually that, or are they 
just imaginary beings we create in our minds? Is that realm an actual reality? There is 
more to the dream world than just the imagination i think but i don't know. I don't know 
anything, I try to maintain an open mind so i can continue to learn & grow in this 
journey of life. Do u have any thoughts regarding these things? If so, I'd like to read 
em, cuz u Arthur do have a unique perspective that's different from most others' 
 
----------------------------- 
 
Arthur Cristian 
 
Think of an ocean without an outside or an inside, an undefined consciousness of 
water without a beginning or end, and it just is, an undefined living "intelligence" of life 
that has always existed beyond time and space constructs and concepts and 
commercial and non commercial measurements, values, status, etc, that don't exist All 
that exists is just here and now where this undefined consciousness has always been 
and there is MAN swimming in and and of and as this ocean. 
 
Every dream created by every MAN is creating the shapes of these dreams in the 
ocean of MAN'S consciousness and these shapes affect every MAN in and of this 
ocean, particularly the babies and the children growing as they swim in this ocean full 
of MAN'S dreaming. Every imprint of MAN'S creation is coming ONLY from MAN, even 
though it may appear that the stories coming out of these imprints are ancient, 
otherworldly, multi-dimensional, cosmic, galactic, supernatural and alien, etc, or 
whatever else is claimed to be coming out of the future that is created by MAN too. 
 
But these storytelling's have only been passed down from MAN to MAN to MAN to 
MAN in this ocean and every experience MAN is having in this ocean is at the effect of 
every other MAN'S dreams set into motion in this ocean too. 
 
Just because a young fish swims into a MAN made dream and chooses to stay inside 
this dream for the rest of its life, swimming around and around and through the 
information of this MAN made current, does not prove that another reality already 
exists apart from this present ocean where MAN'S life is currently trapped. Like 
goldfish in a bowl creating the currents they swim along with, MAN creates the currents 
of the Bible, Torah, Talmud, Koran, Bhagavad Gita, Quantum Physics, His-story/Her-
story, Rock and Roll, Manchester United, Red Socks, Vivace, Democrats, Law, 
University Careers/Titles, etc, for their young who swim only in the same current. 
 
Even if billions of fish are swimming only inside this MAN made matrix, this is still not 
proof of fact that the dream they have become, the dream they are swimming, is true. 
 
Thoughts are dreams and dreams are thoughts and definitions (alphabets) are MAN 
made thoughts forming the fantasies (fantorgasmic dreams) of another MAN'S 



perceived reality. When children are trapped in definitions, their dreams are not of their 
creation (no soul there) and they are ONLY at the effect of the "intelligence" of another 
MAN'S intention to control and have complete power over them, e-motions and all (no 
soul there). 
 
Whatever is being experienced, it is only MAN there. Nothing else really exists outside 
this ocean of MAN'S co-creation. Every drop of water that forms this ocean is a dream 
created by MAN and MAN will never be able to swim outside a MAN-made dream 
because in reality, bar in a state of fantasy, this is impossible to do. 
 
Whatever thoughts MAN is entertaining about light years, space, astronomy, 
astrophysics, dimensions, black holes, parallel universes, after lives, heavens, hells, 
alien abduction, ghost like spirits running amok, demonic possession, etc, it's ONLY 
MAN there doing the thinking and experiencing the e-motions of light years, space, 
astronomy, etc. MAN is projecting MAN'S imagining of Galaxy 47632YX, 498 billion 
light years away from Earth, all-the-while looking through a telescope or microscope or 
when they are sharing their imaginary discoveries in a class room or research group. 
 
These days, from the womb to the grave, the presence of every child is already being 
attacked by everyone, close to them or not, who all have good hearts believing they 
are doing the right thing in brainwashing all children without realising the BIG-
PICTURE of what they are really doing to innocent children. 
 
Gradually, gradually, gradually, the senses of each child are being exposed to this 
ONE BIG MASSIVE LIE THAT IS THE CURRENT OF "THE SYSTEM" forming an out 
of control vortex made up of unnatural alphabet tongues, history, television, computers, 
ipads, ipods, internet, technology, mobile phones, mechanical devices, machines, 
structures, lifestyles, the pushing of paper and whatever is scribbled and marked on 
them from desk to desk to filing cabinet, and the transmission of 1-0 alphabet data 
from hard drive to storage device to pixelations of fantorgasmic images on a monitor 
appear. 
 
And this current of DEATH TO MAN'S UNIQUE AND ORIGINAL SOUL is being 
created and pushed along by the mediocrity of every MAN living in this fake dream of 
reality. 
 
Collectively, they are intensifying the brainwashing of all of MAN, with some exiting 
university as fully certified DRONES AND ROBOTIC-SLAVES overseeing the illusion 
of a dream-world full of blue and white collar labourers, tradesmen, housewives and 
garbage collectors, while others take to drugs, booze, sex, fast food, violence, crime, 
consumerism, materialism, poverty, destitution, malnutrition and homelessness in need 
of care, and there they all are together, swaying here and there amongst reeds and 
reefs of fantasy and artificiality, being pulled along in this current of MAN made 
soullessness, armed with an absolute determination to completely destroy MAN'S 



magnificent, undefined ocean of consciousness until none of it remains to remind MAN 
who MAN is and what MAN is really part of. 
 
We are not saying that others do not have the experiences they claim to, just that they 
try to make sense of their experiences through the definitions they have been 
brainwashed into so that they are unable to be fully present to the experiences they are 
having and to be able to sense THE BIG PICTURE of what they are all about, of what 
is really going on. 
 
Thus a Christian has an unusual experience and labels it Jesus appearing, or the 
Virgin Mary, and someone else labels their experience "alien". 
 
In spite of all the pictures in every MAN'S head, it is only MAN reading this, because 
there is no one else here and every MAN can transmit intentions through the ocean to 
affect another MAN as in putting thoughts, feelings, e-motions, ideas, etc, into another 
MAN'S dreaming so that the recipient imagines that they are thoughts, feelings, etc, 
unique and original to them. 
 
Every experience had by MAN is being created by MAN. 
 
MAN has the power to direct the current of MAN'S life energy into a dream and be the 
master puppeteer pulling at the belief-strings of their marionette thought 
forms/images/puppets/fairytales-with-characters-and-staged-settings-and-props, and 
everything being experienced inside these dreams is ONLY MAN THERE being at the 
effect of MAN'S creations, illuminations, projections and performances. 
 
There are many fish in this ocean of undefined consciousness who now believe, 
thanks to alphabet definitions, that there is a heaven and a hell and other dimensions 
and planes of existence apart from MAN'S present reality, this ocean of MAN'S LIFE 
where MAN is swimming, but there is only this ocean where MAN has always been, 
because it is ONLY MAN here, thinking, feeling, and saying and doing whatever MAN 
is thinking, feeling, and saying and doing in this ocean, and there is MAN over there, 
and there, and over there and here, and there and everywhere else across this 
undefined ocean of MAN'S LIFE, creating and peddling shapes of heaven and hell out 
of this ocean of "intelligence", and all the harm being done to MAN and MAN'S nature 
is being created ONLY by MAN. 
 
And there you are, Sanitised, a fish in this ocean, with all these dreams in your head 
swimming through the imprints of this creation of MAN'S dreaming, fantasising that 
somehow, there is another worldly thing, going on, something that is not REALLY part 
of this ocean. 
 
Even though we are all raised in "The System", we each still have the free will to break 
the shackles of "The System" brainwashing and return to Kindom (DO NO HARM 



WAYS OF LIFE) in/as this life, and no MAN can lead another MAN back to Kindom in 
this life because such paths already are "The System" of MANS enslavement under 
the power and control of another MAN. 
 
----------------------------- 
 
Sanitised wrote: 
 
"Arthur, i have a question, & i respect your opinion & advise, so here it is. I am hearing 
much talk of the Sumerian/Annunaki myths that the bible was supposedly taken from.... 
some youtube channel called Global Witness is saying Enki, Enlil & other characters 
like this came from some Nibiru planet on a spaceship to earth, blah blah...... I am 
calling bullshit on this cuz it obviously supports the spherical earth/planets theory, more 
BS. Is there any truth to this stuff, or is it just more allegory for hidden truths like the 
bible is?" 
 
----------------------------- 
 
Arthur Cristian 
 
Hi Sanitised, this MAN does not offer add-vice, however, as for this MAN'S view on 
Nibiru, Enki, Enlil, other characters, the Bible, Sumerian, Annunaki, etc, it's all one big 
occultic load of bullshit, a psyops built into the end times self fulfilling prophecies used 
to create placebo effects and Stockholm Syndromes out of all the victims bonded to 
these "self-fulfilling" lies. 
 
Bring forward Nibiru, Enki, Enlil, other characters, the Bible, Sumerian, Annunaki, etc, 
in 1st party without a MAN coming forward to re-present them in 3rd party. 
 
"Hello Nibiru, Enki, Enlil, other characters, the Bible, Sumerian, Annunaki, anyone 
there, please talk to us". 
 
No answer. 
 
"HELLOOOOO NIBIRU, ENKI, ENLIL, OTHER CHARACTERS, THE BIBLE, 
SUMERIAN, ANNUNAKI, etc, PLEASE COME FORWARD". 
 
Now repeat this over and over again getting louder and louder each time, even using a 
megaphone and eventually Led Zeppelins big stack of live speakers and amplifiers. 
Even after multi thousands of years have gone by, still Nibiru, etc, will not have come 
forward. 
 
Where are the children of Nibiru, etc, playing? 
 



Where are the ancestors of Nibiru, etc, laid to rest? 
 
Would we all die if Nibiru, etc, did not exist? 
 
What of nature, earth, reality needs Nibiru, etc, to exist so they may exist? 
 
What is the address of Nibiru, etc, so that we can visit Nibiru, etc, and sit under the 
shade of a tree on a hot sunny day having a bite to eat, a drink and many a laugh? 
 
All we have so far are the wagging tongues and the wriggling fingers of men and 
women moving arms and legs here and there BUT WHERE IS NIBIRU, etc,?????? 
 
Definitions Form The Fantasies Of Perceived Realities. 
 
Only MAN exists. Bring forward an experience without MAN being a party to that 
experience, to that thought, dream, idea, story, explanation, suggestion, feeling, e-
motion, etc, of Nibiru, etc. You see, NO ONE CAN. 
 
Where can innocent children not exposed to "The System" or exposed to anyone who 
was exposed to "The System", go anywhere in nature across Earth to learn all about 
Nibiru, etc, from Nature, without another brainwashed MAN already got at having to 
explain everything about the story of Nibiru, Enki, Enlil, other characters, etc,??? 
 
Have you not noticed how Nibiru, etc, ONLY APPEAR IN "THE SYSTEM" AND 
NOWHERE ELSE???? Does this not tell you what is really going on???? 
 
There are many occultist inspired psyops at play here but can you work them all out, 
as to what is really going on and why, etc????? 
 
----------------------------- 
 
In spite of all the brilliant intellectuals, academics, scientists, philosophers, 
philanthropists, politicians, members of the bar, educators, aristocrats, religious 
leaders, cosmic, galactic channelers of higher beings, etc, coming and going across all 
the generations since the recording of his-story/her-story (history) and the broadcasting 
of whatever they have had to say began, the audiences, readers, viewers, listeners 
and followers have continued to go back to their everyday mundane lives as educated 
slaves in "The System" where NOTHING HAS REALLY CHANGED for them - covert 
(and overt) slavery continues unabated. 
 
The Love For Life insights we share have completely shifted the truth of reality far 
beyond most good hearted men and womens' offerings of insights into consciousness, 
freedom, truth, abundance, peace, etc, these days, and that's because they offer no 
powerful insights into the fine detailed fabric of "The System" and how it really works, 



keeping almost all of MAN trapped in it, trauma, inculcation and all, in spite of all the 
good hearted intentions to bring peace, unconditional love and prosperity for everyone 
to live happily ever after with each other's differences. 
 
The Love For Life insights we share offer the Kindom remedy that clearly shows MAN 
how to get out of "The System" in this life without ever corrupting uniqueness and 
originality of each of us, and how to completely detach from the inculcated trauma of 
"self-obsession" by creating and expanding the big-picture, living dream of MAN'S 
undefined soul and, from there, how to never return to "The System" of covert or overt 
slavery in this life and be seen to be actually doing it, WALK-THE-TALK. 
 
Defining Magnificence Into Mediocrity 
And Calling It Magnificence Part 1 
Arthur Cristian 
6th August 2018 
https://youtu.be/FMvHbHypRc8 
 
Defining Magnificence Into Mediocrity 
And Calling It Magnificence Part 2 
Arthur Cristian 
6th August 2018 
https://youtu.be/QvBPahPsjV0 
 
Part three coming shortly including the article/free-e-book "Defining Magnificence Into 
Mediocrity And Calling It Magnificence". 
 
Image-Labels: https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10216234285237888 
 
The Selfie Of Freakenstein 
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8588 
 
The Satanic Craft Of Inculcation In Practice 
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8578 
 
Love For Life Website Home Page 
http://loveforlife.com.au 
 
-------------------------------------------------- 
 
Copy of two emails sent to Highlands Property today (it went to everyone listed in their 
"Meet Our Team" section https://highlandsproperty.com.au/meet-the-team) and to the 
Love For Life mailing list last Friday night. 
 
17th December 2018 



 
Hi Linda, Danielle, Natasha and others at Highlands Property. 
This is Arthur here. 
 
If any of you are not aware of the big picture that surrounds my family then do read on. 
It is most important that you are conscious of your agency's on going dealings with us. 
If the first, smaller edition of the free Love For Life e-book is completed during this 
week, then as a family and with support of friends and other sympathisers, we will 
begin our very intense, on the street, door to door campaign, including radio, internet 
and print media wherever possible, to circulate the BIG PICTURE OF REALITY (dream 
of MAN'S life) which the free e-book offers, until the end of January 2019 with the 
intention of informing the wider Southern Highlands community as to what is going on, 
particularly the meddling to undermine the full responsibility this MAN has to care for 
and provide ongoing certainty, security and stability for the wellbeing of my family. 
 
It seems that others "out there" want to undermine and destroy this normal, every-day-
life, full responsibility this man carries to care for the wellbeing of my family and the 
worship and value of money, that comes with brutal and intense discrimination and 
censorship, is much higher than the real value of a MAN'S life to maintain certainty, 
stability and security for my family. 
 
As it stands today, my family will be thrown out on the streets by the end of January 
2019 if we have not moved from 11 Roycroft Street East Bowral, even though Fiona's 
responsibility to always pay the rent in advance and maintain the property to a high 
standard since November 2015 have always been fulfilled, and we continue to do so. 
 
Under the present financial circumstances my family is faced with, we will not be able 
to move out of this property before the end of January 2019 and the ongoing, "Western 
World" agenda, supported by the Roman Catholic Church, The Jesuits, The Church Of 
England, Aristocracy, Royal bloodlines and their vast array of Freemasonic 
brotherhoods, sisterhoods (Eastern Order Stars), societies, fraternities, think tanks, 
institutions, etc, secret or not, to displace tribes and families of MAN on land all across 
Earth continues with the very real threat of my family being displaced from land so that 
this family MAN can't (is not allowed to) provide the stability, certainty, security, and 
with it, the peace and calm to create, hold and expand magnificent living dreams of 
MAN's life, the undefined soul. 
 
Their claimed and glorious progress of civilisation, reeked with exclusivity and privilege 
for a tiny few (of them), is in fact the enFORCEmen-t (mente means the mind) of their 
brutal DARK AGES, the war of a living (live in) man-made hell they oversee with 
ongoing glee and they even put in place their fake PAX ROMANUS to maintain this 
ongoing horrific state of war conditions under this fake peace treaty (pax romanus) with 
all their captive (inculcated/deeply-brainwashed//educated) slaves, their govern-men-t 
= govern men, women and children - govern the mind (mente), who now all act as their 



modern day Roman foot soldiers, centurions, battalions, legions, (DRONES), etc, 
better known as the employees, re-presentatives, executives and directors of private 
corporations and the privatisation and globalisation (privatised one world government) 
of their Judeo-Judaic ONE bloodline dream hatched over 1000 years ago. This is NOT 
a joke. 
 
Firstly, and going back a few weeks or so, the 18 year old or so hot water tank has also 
come to the end of its life and needs to be urgently replaced. Lots of water is leaking 
out of its bottom and the gas meter is going up and up and so the gas bills are getting 
more expensive for "poor little ole us". Since the latest Government price hikes, our 
gas bills were averaging $180.00 to $200.00 per quarter but the latest one we recently 
paid went over $300.00 so the deterioration of the hot water tank must have started 6 
weeks or so ago but we didn't detect it until last week. 
 
Josh, a 16 year or so Roycroft St family man, resident and plumber, had a quick look 
yesterday and said its had it. He said he had the exact same tank and got rid of it 3 
years ago when leaking water was putting the flame out. Refer to the links to 5 photos 
at the bottom of this email. 
 
On top of this is the three months+++ of letting you, Linda Cairns, and the title deed 
holders of 11 Roycroft St, Barry & Gabriel Stooke of North Turramurra, know over and 
over and over again that the oven and dishwasher are not working and can't be used 
even though Fiona Cristian continues to consistently pay the service fees in advance 
for renting the title deeds of this intellectual property (NOT THE LAND), defined as 11 
Roycroft Street East Bowral. 
 
Then there is the report of a faulty door handle and door lock to the "master bedroom" 
of this title deed property = intellectual property that Fiona has been paying for 13 
years+ now, a top class 5/5 gold star tenant, the perfect angel tenant all property 
managers, title deed holders and local residents dream for. 
 
It is beyond this MAN'S comprehension how you can treat this very good wombMAN 
with such disdain, disrespect and callousness. 
 
To remind you all, your About Us mantra..... "We care for our clients. Excellent service 
is our promise." 
 
So what happened? 
 
Was there a momentary lapse of reason, though a very long one at that? 
 
Or do you rely on the protection of the law to do harm to your clients so you don't have 
to take any responsibility for it? 
 



I look at this unnatural, quirky, strange, man-made phenomena this way: if you don't 
have these issues handled by this coming Wednesday, 19th December 2018, and 
completed by this coming Saturday, 22nd December 2018, I will "personally" organise 
for them to be fixed or replaced on Fiona's behalf (I have her permission to do so) by 
qualified tradesmen and take the costs out of Fiona's fortnightly service fees and 
supply you with the receipts/paid-invoices. If I haven't heard by this Wednesday, 12 
noon, I will go ahead and get these matters resolved quickly. 
 
----------------------------- 
 
Link: https://highlandsproperty.com.au/our-story 
 
We care for our clients. Excellent service is our promise. 
 
https://assets.boxdice.com.au/highlands/attachments/d99/c90/all_staff_domain_banner
.jpg?1a9f030296db44c5902a6d4511bdba49&fbclid=IwAR1pRljP05SETQyZu11fF6-
ZZg9f_atVckr1XSmPWArEwhkTM3R_MeclI10 
 
Highlands Property was born out of the desire to bring the high customer service 
standards of a modern professional business to the real estate market in the Southern 
Highlands, where traditional habits had fallen well behind current best practice. This 
required thinking about the whole sphere of real estate agency sales and property 
management in an entirely new way. 
 
We wanted to address, and overturn, the typical attitude to real estate agents that: 
 
they are unreliable, greedy and untrustworthy 
they don’t communicate well enough, often enough 
property management is secondary 
 
We started with the attitude that property management is core business. In fact, in the 
beginning, it was all we did. Now, as we grow, it remains a key focus of our business. 
 
Real estate agency is about people 
 
It’s caring about people: caring about our vendors’ and buyers’ dreams; caring about 
our landlords’ investments; and caring about our tenants’ homes. 
 
It’s about helping people find the right place to live, work, retire or invest. 
 
We affect thousands of people’s lives every day: where they live; how secure and 
comfortable they are in their home; or how well their property investment performs. 
This is serious business, not just a hobby business. 
 



Real estate agency is about communication 
 
It’s about timely, clear, pro-active, quality communication between people. Between us 
and our landlord clients. Between us and tenants. Between us and vendors and 
buyers. It’s about setting expectations and meeting them; because unpleasant 
surprises please no-one. 
 
Property management demands attention to detail 
 
So, we continuously refine our detailed processes and procedures to ensure the 
delivery of timely and reliable service to landlords and tenants. 
 
Modern computer systems, databases, electronic filing, internet access, and the latest 
communication technology and methods are essential tools of our trade: they ensure 
the accuracy and efficiency of information delivery. They allow our people more time to 
spend with our clients. 
 
Over time, we recognised that what we do well also applied to property sales. We 
started to sell properties for our landlord clients as an added service. 
 
We delivered real value to them. Quality is not about property: in fact, some are far 
from special. Quality is about the advice we give: honest, comprehensive and fearless. 
 
Quality is about the service we deliver. 
 
Clear and timely communications; accurate dealings with legalities; prompt attention to 
detail by following procedure; creative marketing; attentive responses to buyers; smart 
negotiation and quality follow through. 
 
At Highlands Property, we understand that where you work, where you live, what you 
invest in, is centrally important to you. 
 
Every day, thousands of people sleep in houses we rent to them. They work in places 
that we lease. They invest in houses in which they saw potential. 
 
They call these places home. Or work. Or part of their investment portfolio. The point 
is, the property becomes part of them. They see it as having an important place in their 
lives; it is where they belong. 
 
Our job is to care about these elements in people’s lives. 
 
It’s about caring, respect for others and trust. That takes vision and experience. We 
have to be a problem solver, a can-doer and a deliverer. 
 



At Highlands Property, we are proud about our “go get it” spirit that has helped grow us 
into the biggest in our market. That now gives us the skills, the data, the knowledge 
and the experience to always deliver superior results for all our clients. 
 
And, if our contribution to the Highlands is to last, we know we need to maintain probity 
and surety, rigor and the absolute faith of our clients. We need to perform. We need to 
impress. We need to reassure. We need to be accountable. 
 
This is what creates our success. This is what brings our Highlands Property brand to 
life. 
 
----------------------------- 
 
LOLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL 
 
Arthur Cristian 
Love For Life 
 
Refer to the hot water tank photos here: 
http://s994.photobucket.com/user/ILoveCasperTheGhost/library/11%20Roycroft%20St
%20East%20Bowral%20-
%20Faulty%20Appliances%20etc?fbclid=IwAR267cCuvbXvH_mECusWp0gs7i-
g6eiV0XhozdG5hna-4PMeBwECVwwFnSA 
 
1: 
http://i994.photobucket.com/albums/af70/ILoveCasperTheGhost/11%20Roycroft%20St
%20East%20Bowral%20-
%20Faulty%20Appliances%20etc/DSCF3045_zpsvc99v4l9.jpg?fbclid=IwAR2fktTE6eV
PVhHSFmDkM5EYZX0sX_xlveWGlDyT9Ik3WENmWTnKaLhTcl4 
 
2: 
http://i994.photobucket.com/albums/af70/ILoveCasperTheGhost/11%20Roycroft%20St
%20East%20Bowral%20-
%20Faulty%20Appliances%20etc/DSCF3044_zpsxvsjsjir.jpg?fbclid=IwAR1bAA3dpeR
EfgsSWbaDcdGZTAU8XiC5fCNPuBGwJy0WRB6ZW_L5pqhxr4M 
 
3: 
http://i994.photobucket.com/albums/af70/ILoveCasperTheGhost/11%20Roycroft%20St
%20East%20Bowral%20-
%20Faulty%20Appliances%20etc/DSCF3048_zpsspto8bu6.jpg?fbclid=IwAR0w_Xb1S
EktmFAFHsvCa5BqsFtlNud8i3_0EQpn3JKsh0NFRLN7esiBH1A 
 
4: 
http://i994.photobucket.com/albums/af70/ILoveCasperTheGhost/11%20Roycroft%20St



%20East%20Bowral%20-
%20Faulty%20Appliances%20etc/DSCF3046_zpsrz8ejeqg.jpg?fbclid=IwAR3XZLsVoib
OR8xFPj4wq4wgvkbsEzAm45jc0E2vqHkJGtTR869atgQpmL0 
 
5: 
http://i994.photobucket.com/albums/af70/ILoveCasperTheGhost/11%20Roycroft%20St
%20East%20Bowral%20-
%20Faulty%20Appliances%20etc/DSCF3047_zpslastjjnl.jpg?fbclid=IwAR0YXLtrPP7kq
Ak2Fma3mKdQJ3iDS__wYaRPKzPIRi7AddoWKcfjtHGk8ks 
 
Correspondence Between Highlands Property & Fiona Cristian Since Nov 2017 
The latest correspondence is at the top and the oldest is at the bottom. 
https://www.scribd.com/document/392304320/Correspondence-Between-Highlands-
Property-Fiona-Cristian-Nov-2017-to-Oct-2018?fbclid=IwAR3TEsHc-
ee7r9HFUrp0x39Il06xsG1S24GDZplkI5PnMeyN0xiaxE5hp6Y 
 
All Correspondence With Real Estate Agent Since November 2017 
The oldest correspondence is at the top and the latest is at the bottom. 
https://www.scribd.com/document/391022403/All-Correspondence-With-Real-Estate-
Agent-Since-November-
2017?fbclid=IwAR3XEmaZUSGsz0eHiVWBSUQdhsW4ZwpPWj6T-
LdeL0PwkhYlVOQQ39rJ5fQ 
 
----------------------------- 
 
Below was an email sent to the Love For Life mailing list, late Friday night, 14th 
December 2018. A section of it explains our current situation. 
 
The Egregore Of Your False Idol Governmente 
Rough Demo December 2018 
6 Minutes 42 Seconds 
(c) Fiona Cristian 
Lyrics Fiona & Arthur Cristian 
Vocals Arthur Cristian 
Backing Vocals Arthur Cristian & Hannah Wood 
All Music Arthur Cristian 
Recorded By Arthur Cristian Using Studio One 4 Pro At Home 
http://loveforlife.com.au 
http://facebook.com/arthurcristian 
http://youtube.com/arthurloveforlife 
PO Box 1320 Bowral 2576 NSW Australia 
Int: 0011 61 418 203204 Local: 0418 203204 
 
Video: https://youtu.be/YU1ywfc9wgE 



Includes the Song "How Did They Get The 100 Points?" 
 
MP3: https://clyp.it/b0pi44z3 
 
Lyrics 
 
I love you - I love you - I love you - I love you 
 
Confusion clouds the soaring of my brain 
And I don't see what I do 
And I don't hear what I say 
But my way is the one and only way 
So I'll give you my fake smiles 
Ignore you while I nod 
Approval is the name of my fake game 
As I measure your responses 
To my carbon copy words 
 
I love you but I stab you in the back 
I'd help you but my will is not my own 
 
I'm sitting on the fence of doubt and fear 
My heart firmly encased by conditions of conceit 
The freedom of the dreaming of my heart 
Is suffocated by the righteousness of victimhood 
 
The snarling beast of jealousy lies waiting to attack 
Those who raise their fearless heads above mediocrity 
So we murder others' heartfelt dreams with petty growls of spite 
And poison resolutions strong with fantorgasmic fumes 
 
But I love you ------------- Love Is beautiful 
I don't hate you  
I'm just trying to work things out  
Yes I want to  
And I'm going to ------------ Love is wonderful 
I've just got to find the time 
Yes I like you  
But your thinking ------------ Love is magical 
Is not something I condone  
I'm so sorry  
I just had to ------------ Love is inspirational 
There was nothing else to do 
 



You were not on my radar 
Cause I was dreaming fantasy 
The egregore of your false idol governmente 
The egregore of your false idol governmente 
The egregore of your false idol government 
 
I love you - I love you 
 
I babble twisted words of callous consciousness 
I smear my life with harm oozing calculated concern 
What's in it for me 
What's in it for me 
What's in it for me 
Shrieks louder than my soul 
 
The blinds of my obsession 
With my imitation world 
Like an environmental juggernaut 
It's stamping out my life 
With my, give me what I want 
And my, I don't give a fuck 
With my, give me what I want 
And my, I don't give a fuck 
With my, give me what I want 
And my, I don't give a fuck 
With my, give me what I want 
And my, I don't give a fuck 
 
War within us --- The egregore of your false idol governmente 
War between us --- The egregore of your false idol government 
War within us --- The egregore of your false idol governmente 
War between us --- The egregore of your false idol government 
War within us --- The egregore of your false idol governmente 
War between us --- The egregore of your false idol government 
 
Your I love you brings destruction 
To the things you claim you love 
You say you want your freedom 
But you need to have your slaves 
You admire the nearest mountain 
But you drive there in your car 
You dote on sons and daughters 
But you feed them toxic trash 
 



----------------------------- 
 
The Latest News 
 
Due to security issues, the Love For Life website was taken down early July 2018. We 
had known for a while that the Drupal database desperately needed to be upgraded 
from Drupal 5 to Drupal 8.1.6 but, as usual with us, we never had the money to do so. 
But with our host, http://pair.com, saying that they could no longer support the current 
site because of the constant on going sophisticated and intense algorithm attacks from 
bots that were crippling their server and causing other security issues at their end, 
something had to be done. 
 
Through some gifts accumulated over 12 months or so, we were able to get 
US$500.00 together (around $670.00 Aussie) to pay a developer through 
http://Upwork.com, an online freelancing platform where developers bid for jobs. We 
found a fantastic developer from Spain, a family man, and things were progressing 
when Fiona's PayPal account that she had had since 2005, was suddenly closed by 
PayPal without warning or reason. PayPal said that she had done nothing wrong and 
that PayPal had done nothing wrong but still the account was closed! 
 
As usual with the enormous, faceless corporations running nearly everything of "The 
System", we were unable to get a remedy to this situation and so, for 4 months or so, 
we were left without a channel to receive gifts from supporters and Upwork would not 
let the developer continue working on the website because Fiona no longer had a 
PayPal account! Six weeks later, we were able to get Upwork back on side by giving 
them Fiona's Visa debit card details and the developer jumped back on board, had 
everything just about ready to go live when.... he disappeared. He didn't respond to 
any messages on the Upwork site, to emails or to attempts to contact him through 
Google Hangout. After about two weeks, we were left with no option but to cancel the 
contract with Upwork who then returned the US$500.00, with the developers approval, 
as the job had not been completed. 
 
Our correspondence with PayPal can be seen here 
"The Fascism Of PayPal": 
https://www.scribd.com/document/392198207/The-Fascism-of-PayPal-30th-October-
2018?fbclid=IwAR3L0bIglyZjJDAK2MsX8p-GBVrdH8we88AXicCJSOF-
oOpi0A8_8SrjUtE 
 
In the meantime, Arthur started setting up a PHP & Apache http://Stripe.com donation 
checkout using html, an alternative to PayPal but more complicated to embed into a 
simple html webpage or, in our case, the temporary website that we currently have set 
up: http://loveforlife.com.au so there is something there when people look for 
loveforlife.com.au. 
 



This temporary webpage is still under our part time construction and should be finished 
by the 20th January 2019. The first, shorter version stage of the free Love For Life e-
book "Defining Magnificence Into Mediocrity And Calling It Magnificence" will be 
embedded in the home page in a week or so from now which will be a complete rewrite 
of what is there right now. Through another freelance website, http://guru.com, we 
ended up contracting 5 hours labour @ US$18.00 per hour with a 17 year based Indian 
group of developers, SynapseIndia, to get Stripe working properly on the webpage 
using PHP and Apache, and finally, a month later it is up and running: 
https://loveforlife.com.au/donation.php 
 
Now we need to start saving again to get the Love For Life website's 2006 Drupal 5 
database upgraded to Drupal 8.1.6 so that it can again have a presence online without 
being a security risk. Any donations towards this would be greatly appreciated. 
 
We did receive a $10,450.00 gift from a very generous man, a stranger, in Germany, 
and we sat on it for 5 months or so in case there were legal and political issues 
associated with it but, in the end, we used it, along with a $4,000.00 loan from a local 
friend, to buy a second hand 2010 Mazda CX9 that Arthur hunted down. The car is in 
excellent condition with a brand new transmission and transfer case installed late 2016 
by Mazda, and with an almost new car 12 month warranty thrown in, was a great deal 
for Fiona and should last as a family car for many years. 
 
The two older family cars that we have been keeping just roadworthy for the last 
couple of years, 1999 Subaru Outback Limited wagon and a 1988 Mercedes Wagon 
230TE finally got to the point where they were not worth registering anymore. We are 
currently trying to sell them off for a few dollars but, if nobody takes them soon, it will 
be off to the wreckers for both of them. Even though she comes and goes a lot, we 
have re-registered Hannah's old car, 1988 Toyota Camry wagon for the time being but 
that will have to be replaced sometime next year as it is also on its last legs. 
 
Another major issue that we are facing is that Fiona was given a 90 day Termination 
(not eviction) Notice to vacate this 13 year rental property by the 6th November 2018 
with only 90 days warning. We had written to the owners last year, saying that we 
would need 6 to 9 months to move from here as it contains two households and the 
food forest garden with its 30+ ton of soil, etc, etc. 
 
They ignored this and gave us the minimum notice required by law to move out and 
have refused to meet with us to talk about it and work out a strategy that works for both 
parties. Despite the fact that Fiona has been a very stable, undemanding tenant for the 
last 13 years, always paying the rent in advance, over $250,000.00 in total, and 
maintaining the property to a high standard, as well as adding value to the property by 
planting a beautiful native garden at the front of the property and restoring the front 
lawn from struggling grass on clay to a lush, comfortable place to sit, she is now being 
treated like a piece of dirt to be scraped off the shoe. See all the before and after 



photos embedded in the temporary Love For Life website homepage: 
http://loveforlife.com.au 
 
We have written to the Property Manager and the owners to explain the situation but 
they will not budge and continue to have no regard for the well being of our family. 
Copies of the correspondence can be found here: 
 
Correspondence Between Highlands Property & Fiona Cristian Nov 2017 to Dec 2018 
Latest correspondence at the top with the oldest at the bottom 
https://www.scribd.com/document/392304320/Correspondence-Between-Highlands-
Property-Fiona-Cristian-Nov-2017-to-Oct-
2018?fbclid=IwAR3Z_T185vPPEaS4IC6mcR2th8Spr5XXpCw3DxA7kqyXI6zbgM5EqG
zpgeY 
 
All Correspondence With Real Estate Agent Since November 2017 
Oldest correspondence at the top with the latest at the bottom 
https://www.scribd.com/document/391022403/All-Correspondence-With-Real-Estate-
Agent-Since-November-
2017?fbclid=IwAR3qz9ATSS4jvSnUMlz_CGREwQBvRHDVIoOf9ZlzblNNN3fHxWivBN
2rHZE 
 
Three weeks after the Termination date, Fiona was called to a Tribunal mediation at 
the local Moss Vale Court House where both parties sit together and try to resolve their 
matter. If they do, they go before the Tribunal Member who makes an order confirming 
the agreement. If not, the Tribunal Member decides the matter for them and makes an 
order. Following are notes that Fiona wrote up when she returned from the Tribunal. 
 
The owners of the property were not present but two women, Danielle Spence and 
Natasha Green from Highlands Property http://highlandsproperty.com.au/meet-the-
team came as their representatives. Linda Cairns, the property manager we have been 
dealing with for around 8 years, did not attend. We started by talking about why I had 
not vacated the property by the 6th November and why I needed more time, which was 
because of financial reasons and because we need to move this garden to the right 
place, not just another rental property where it will all have to be torn down again. I 
said I needed to save money to be able to pay a bond, double rent, the costs of moving 
as well as getting in a bobcat to transfer the garden onto large trucks and putting down 
a new lawn to get the property back to how it was before we moved in back in 2005. 
 
Natasha said that there were agencies who would help with that by giving the bond 
money. I said that I would then have to pay it back. She said I wouldn't but, when she 
rang the office for details later, she said that I would have to pay it back but not 
immediately. I said that I thought that saying they needed the property back for "urgent 
personal and financial reasons" was just Real Estate jargon because they could have 
had the house next door (No. 9) that they also own when that became available in 



August/September 2018 if they needed a house. They have since rented No. 9 out 
again on a 6 month lease and the new tenant moved from a nearby house at the same 
rent because No. 9 was a nicer house. 
 
The Highlands Property representatives said that it wasn't just jargon and that the 
owners needed to sell both properties before the end of the financial year otherwise 
they were going to be in deep financial trouble. I said that I could be out before the end 
of the financial year and also that they could sell it with me in it but they said that the 
owners wanted vacant possession because they wanted to renovate the house. I 
asked what the owners were offering and they said that they didn't want us thrown on 
the streets and that they were prepared to give us two more months, until the end of 
January 2019. They also said that the Tribunal Member was more likely to give me a 
lot less time that two months and that the owners could have ordered that the sheriffs 
come in next week. 
 
I called Arthur and he said that they could renovate with us in the house, if they wanted 
to put in new carpet, etc. They said that the owners wanted to renovate the bathroom 
and kitchen (which are both in good condition and look fine) so they wanted vacant 
possession. I suggested that they give us longer to move the garden so long as we got 
out of the house by the end of January 2019. They said that there might be insurance 
issues with that but rang the owner who said no, he just wants vacant possession. 
 
Arthur also said to them over the phone that we had no means of moving by the end of 
January 2019, that it won't happen, unless someone gifts a piece of land or the money 
to make a big move, and he asked them not to ask him or me to lie to them because 
we refuse to lie. He also said that he has to keep growing food because that is a 
MAJOR, essential part of our survival and wellbeing so that garden can't just be dug up 
and stopped. 
 
I asked why they had rented out No. 9 on a 6 month lease when they were going to sell 
both properties and, from what I remember, they said something about them selling 
this house, No. 11, first. But, if they are in financial trouble, why not sell the empty, 
more valuable 4 bedroom house? Why push out the tenants who have been paying the 
rent for 13 years and are content to keep paying the rent (I also offered an increase in 
rent to $500.00 p/w from $460.00 p/w) until they find somewhere suitable for them to 
move to and who had already told the owners nearly a year ago that they would need 6 
- 9 months to move out?! I kept referencing what was happening at No. 9 until 
eventually they told me that No. 9 was separate and had nothing to do with what was 
going on at No. 11. 
 
We appear to be on shifting sands here. If there is a real financial problem for the 
owners, they can sell next door and they can sell this house with us in it. The property 
market in both sales and rentals is slowing down and prices are dropping - you would 
have thought that an experienced Real Estate Agency would advise the owners to sell 



as soon as possible and not to bother with renovations, which will probably not add 
value to the house, if the prices keep dropping which is what many experts across 
earth are predicting and is already happening! 
 
Arthur was told by the previous tenant next door that moved out (they bought a house) 
that they had been told by another local real estate agent that the owners intended to 
sell both properties next year. A neighbour who intimately knows a property manager 
from yet another agency, said that the owners wanted to get us out so that they could 
put the rent up to $600.00 per week next door and close to that for this one. There are 
also some issues with this house, as in an oven and a dishwasher that are not working 
and have not been fixed, despite the fact that we reported the problems in August, well 
before the 6th November Termination date. We also have a door that jams and a hot 
water tank that is leaking water and looks as though it needs to be replaced, being 
outdoors and close to 18 years old. 
 
Though we have been told that this was not the reason Fiona received the Termination 
Notice, it arrived just a couple of days after we had taken down some Lleylandii Pine 
trees that were overgrown and causing damage to the fence. As can be seen by 
reading the correspondence between Fiona and Highlands Property, we have 
undertaken some extensive works here to fix problems and to show goodwill by leaving 
the property in a better state than when we arrived. If seems that there is no 
reciprocation of good will coming back from the owners or from the real estate agency, 
despite Fiona's perfect rental ledger and Fiona being a perfect, reliable, responsible 
tenants. 
 
Back to the Tribunal. They asked if I had been doing anything to get ready. I said that I 
had asked Linda, our Property Manager from Highlands Property, if she had any 
properties on her books that might suit us and she replied that she had nothing 
suitable. Arthur also spoke to a property manager at the other biggest Real Estate 
Agency in the Southern Highlands, Century 21 Mittagong, and told her what we were 
looking for and she also said that she had nothing suitable but would let us know. The 
two representatives from Highlands Property told me that there was a glut of rental 
properties on the market at the moment. Interesting how Linda from Highlands 
Property has never contacted me to let me know of properties that might be suitable for 
me when there is a glut of properties on the market. Somehow, we feel that Highlands 
Property would prefer that I do not rent from them again! 
 
I said that I had been working on the e-book because, without the financial resources 
to move, my only option was to write the e-book so that we could get the message out 
and inspire people to help us move the dream that we have been creating here to 
another level on a suitable piece of land. 
 
I asked why Linda had never told me about the agencies that help with moving costs 
when I had mentioned many times in our correspondence that I did not have the 



finances to move! Not once did she mention that there was help available! There was 
no answer to that from the Highlands Property representatives. 
 
A couple of times in the conversation, they suggested that Arthur get a job for a couple 
of months to bring in some money. I explained that he had no paperwork and they said 
he could get some! I said that would never happen. We have to assume that they do 
not fully comprehend the big picture of what is really going on with us and do not intend 
to make an effort to do so. 
 
As we were at a standstill and the sheriff was hanging around to see if we were 
finished, I said that I would do my best to get out of the property by the 31st January, 
2019. They said that we could sort out any left overs of the garden or whatever at the 
time. As we were filling in the paperwork, I suggested that the owners give me a rent 
free period to save the money to help me vacate the property as I was leaving a 
beautiful native garden at the front of the property that would put thousands of dollars 
on the value of the house. The Highlands Property representative said that she thought 
that this was a good idea and that she would look at photos of the garden and talk to 
the owners. I have yet to hear anything back about this since the 29th November 2018. 
 
Currently, we are still not in a financial position to move this garden and the household 
out of here by the 31st January, 2018. Getting the car out of the way was a big thing 
and now we are focusing on the next major event of moving from here, because we 
are happy to move but cannot do it at short notice. Our only options to prevent the 
family being thrown out on the street is for someone to buy this property so that we can 
stay here until we are ready to move the Kindom dream to a larger, more suitable 
property, or for a larger piece of land in the area with stability to become available to us 
before that date. 
 
We are working on the free ebook as good hearted propaganda material to distribute 
amongst the local community and across the net. This is the marrow in the bone that 
we are not going to discuss here. Check out the temporary website at the end of next 
week. 
 
Again, in this situation, the rule of law is used as an excuse to ride roughshod over 
people's lives and, in the end, my situation is summed up as the owners having the 
right to do whatever they like with the property because the law says that they can and 
they have given me the period required by law to move out. Been a good tenant? Not 
important. Paid off a substantial amount of the mortgage? Not important. Have a family 
and a garden that takes care of the family? Not important. Have a dream other than 
money? Not important. Have a much bigger picture dream than just surviving "The 
System"? Not important. 
 
What the rule of law is saying, along with all those who support it, is that money is 
more important than the real lives of men, women and children. We are living in a 



system that has a history of uprooting MAN from the land for money, whether through 
war, mining or farming, or other methods. The real wealth is the land, air and water and 
MAN on the land but we and our ancestors have all been displaced from these basics 
and made to pay for them with the fantasy of money. Ownership of land and resources 
is a fantasy that is making us all suffer as we struggle just to be able to have a roof 
over our heads at night and food on the table. There is more than enough land all 
across earth for every family to have ample space to build their shelter and grow food 
for their families and have a magnificence of abundance to be able to create 
magnificent dreams. 
 
What is money? Can any one see it, touch it, taste it, hear it, or smell it? And no, 
money is not those plastic, paper and metal representations that we call money. 
Money is a fantasy, an idea made up by a MAN that is used to enslave and dominate 
MAN all across earth. To survive in "The System", we have to worship money and 
place it above the well being of our brothers and sisters and ignore our consciences if 
they tell us that what we are supporting and acting out is wrong. 
 
The heart of MAN does not lie, cheat, steal, manipulate or harm any MAN or anything 
of the living dream of MAN'S life. How have we been so badly misled that we now live 
lives where we do harm day in, day out to the whole of the dream of MAN'S nature that 
is who we really are? 
 
Without the true freedom to care for and be fully responsible for land, what are we? 
 
Without the true freedom to care for and be fully responsible for water, what are we? 
 
Without nature, without forests, mountains, valleys, rivers, oceans, plains and all of the 
creatures that roam them, what are we? 
 
Is the fantasy of money really more important than all of this? 
 
Is money of a higher standing than another MAN? 
 
All the best to you and your extended family 
Arthur & Fiona Cristian 
Love For Life 
 
Website: http://loveforlife.com.au 
Email: action@loveforlife.com.au 
Mobile: 0011 61 418 203204 - (0418 203204) 
Snail Mail: PO Box 1320 Bowral 2576 NSW Australia 
Facebook Arthur Cristian: http://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian 
YouTube Arthur Cristian: http://www.youtube.com/ArthurLoveForLife 



Love For Life Facebook Kindom Group Started By Supporters: 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1434747556816918 
 
Register To The Love For Life Mailing List: 
http://loveforlife.com.au/content/09/05/14/mailing-list 
 
Facebook Group Why Aren't We Free Discussion: 
http://www.facebook.com/164918753537287 
Facebook Group Kindom/Do No Harm Community Discussion: 
http://www.facebook.com/151811728195925 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
SUPPORTING LOVE FOR LIFE, 
THE CREATION OF KINDOMS 
AND THE CRISTIAN FAMILY 
 
Supporting The Love For Life Website, The Cristian Family and The Living Dream Of 
Kindom 
(Creation Of Do No Harm Communities) - The Love for Life website is produced for 
free 
without a fee (contract) as a gift for others. If you feel inspired and want to help,  
you are most welcome to make a gift to keep it going. 
To send your gift, go here: 
 
Credit card: https://loveforlife.com.au/donation.php 
 
ANZ Bank 
Australian ANZ SWIFT BIC Code: ANZBAU3M 
Account Name: Fiona Caroline Cristian 
BSB (Branch Number): 012 547 
A/N (Account Number): 5576 81376 
 
or via 
 
OSKO 
If you are in Australia, you can make a donation using Osko or PayID from any of the 
major banks  
using the email address: action@loveforlife.com.au 
 
or via a 
 
Postal Note  
such as Western Union at a Local Post Office.  



Go to a local post office to send a gift to  
Fiona Caroline Cristian in Bowral Australia  
and you will receive a code that you need to  
email (see below) or Facebook Private Message  
on Arthur's Facebook wall (see above) to  
Fiona so she can go to the post office to collect. 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Unsubscribe/Subscribe 
 
If you wish to unsubscribe /subscribe 
1. Please go here: https://www.freelists.org/list/loveforlifegroupmaillist 
2. Enter your email address 
3. Then go below Choose an action: and select unsubscribe or subscribe 
4. Press Go 
5. You will then receive an email from the Love For Life mailing list to confirm your 
unsubscribe or subscribe request 
6. Press reply and make sure the email has been sent to the Love For Life mailing list 
7. You will then receive a confirmation email that you have been unsubscribed from or 
subscribed to the Love For Life mailing list 
 
----------------------------- 
 
Arthur Cristian 
 
The moment the alphabets are spinning in your head, is already the moment where 
you gave up being a Spartan taking full responsibility to protect stability, certainty, 
freedom, truth, peace, calm and security ALWAYS all-around-you. In spite of all your 
good hearted intentions, what you say you will do, etc, you are now in fact an open 
door with a welcome doormat laid outside for all occultists and their lackeys to come 
inside your life and be in control of the helm of your vessel of life, and therefore, your 
good hearted sentiments are as NOTHING - your will has already been broken. While 
the alphabets continue compelling you to perform, you remain with a broken will (no 
offence intended upon the living MAN - just sharing facts/truths as they stand before 
this MAN). 
 
----------------------------- 
 
Arthur Cristian 
 
"The System" IS only the dream created by another MAN to deceive you into giving up 
the FULL-RESPONSIBILITY of being a Spartan protecting the community immunity all 
around you and to direct you to give up the protection of certainty, security, stability, 



peace and calm we were all meant to oversee (stand up for), ALWAYS, so that all the 
children and all the land, the food forests, rivers, streams, mountains, valleys, nature, 
earth and all brothers and sisters of the wider tribe/village/community we live amongst 
are unharmed, and all together, can joyfully share the abundance of this precious, 
sacred life without ever claiming we own something, anything or anyone, EVER, and 
without anyone ever having that certainty, stability, security, peace, calm and freedom 
being threatened and taken from them, because if that ever happens to any of them, 
then it has already been taken from us too, and therefore, the freedom is now slavery, 
the peace is now chaos, the truth is now lies, the certainty is now uncertainty and the 
security is now a prison where you are already being used and abused, raped, pillaged 
and plundered, ALWAYS. :)  
 
All definitions (alphabets) are fantasy and they all form the distractions, between your 
ears (so to speak), TO MAINTAIN THE PRESENT STATE OF YOUR BROKEN WILL 
so others can come and go out of your life, MAKING YOU DO WHAT THEY WANT 
YOU TO DO FOR THEM, as in "gender", "race", "culture", "creed", "status", "standing", 
"costume", "title", "freedom", "truth", "peace", "joy", "abundance", "religion", "saviour", 
"messiah", "God", "money", "commerce", "government", "law", "insurance", "savings", 
"credit", "debt", "invoice", "statement", "bill", "credit card", "bank account", "media", 
"Hollywood", "internet", "social media", "philosophy", "consciousness", "spirituality", 
"channeling", "clairvoyance", "mediumship", "occults", "esoterics", "music", "alchemy", 
"mysteries", "secrets", "societies", "orders", "fraternities", "daycare", "kindergarten", 
"pre-school", "public school", "high school", "college/university", "education", "catreer", 
"retirement", "fashion", "sport", "shopping", "consumerism", "materialism", "contracts for 
water, food, shelter, life", "communication", technology", "science", "engineering", 
"public service", "real estate", "libraries", etc, etc, etc, etc, etc, etc, etc, etc, etc, etc, etc, 
etc, etc,..................  
 
THIS IS AN INCONTROVERTIBLE FACT. 
 
----------------------------- 
 
Mustafa Musti Öztürk 
 
2day* @ChistMAS-Eve I-VE 'al'so GOT An EvicTION/not-ice FROM THE 
"manAGEment' of "my" place. I-hav' 6DAYS ti-me 2LEave* """ or Else... 
 
----------------------------- 
 
Hannah Wood 
 
We are using Hannah' Wood's FB wall to access our FB wall because we have been 
blocked for almost 1 week now. We can log into our FB account using our very long-
winded and complicated password but FB will not send us the 6 digit code for the 2 



step authentication, something they have done hundreds of times since we started 
using it many years ago.  
 
We've tried more than 40 times to log in over the past week or so but nothing from FB 
is forthcoming. While doing the many FB attempts to log in, we tried logging into 
Google/YouTube using the 6 pin 2 step authentication code they provide and we 
receive it within 15 seconds, using the same mobile phone and Aldi/Telstra 4G network 
FB uses, and we are back into the Google/YouTube account.  
 
We've tried numerous times to get FB to send the code via text but still nothing comes 
through. We've written to FB about this but FB won't do anything without Arthur 
providing ID which he doesn't have since 2006 and never will and if he dredged up 
very old ID's would have Arthur end up in jail real fast.  
 
We will post an email we are sending out to the Love For Life mailing list and to others 
shortly here that shows all the correspondence we've had with Fakebook.  
 
We have also tried creating another FB account for either Fiona or Arthur but FB 
constantly rejects them. Bar reporting this issue, we ask that no one posts on any of 
the 6 FB walls we use anymore and if you have done so since 18th December 2018, to 
please immediately delete them. We are not able to administer any of the 6 FB 
accounts and we don't want anything else appearing bar this issue - we want this issue 
to stand out until its resolved.  
 
You can also write to FB and complain if you want to.  
 
Thanks.  
Arthur & Fiona Cristian  
Love For Life 
 
----------------------------- 
 
Sanitised 
 
Why are you being evicted from your home? 
 
----------------------------- 
 
Arthur Cristian 
 
It's not an eviction, it's a termination notice to vacate a 13 year rental property, see:  
 
All Correspondence With Highlands Real Estate  
Since November 2017  



Fiona Cristian's Termination (Not Eviction) Notice  
Fiona (& Arthur) Cristian  
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.scribd.com%2Fdocument%2F
391022403%2FAll-Correspondence-With-Real-Estate-Agent-Since-November-
2017%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2PvdqClH0dxZCky-
LmC_xdgrYZV3xz2oUuOchMvQn8ubA6c3KFe04eU8U&h=AT3WWoGDwrri9tmhlt5fg-
6qvLmcY5Aisw0LIhCyMAEeJn6prZOAv-7OkpMUG4COBmlJQU7ySsT7w-I8bd-
SsK3ZZsqHyK0O5NPNxGjMmL6x1NcyJaWCyTrdEimyPW85hw 
 
Correspondence going from the latest at the top to the oldest at the bottom:  
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.scribd.com%2Fdocument%2F
392304320%2FCorrespondence-Between-Highlands-Property-Fiona-Cristian-Nov-
2017-to-Oct-2018%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0o9VaSeYtnuQ5Ytkgwi9IYyymgjO30Ud-
U6JyDb-
BvG98K1AdJl_9fCMU&h=AT1MVFqKWNqAdpmoulpOLKWuqCQGEjNKglDcHPAKwlt
5nmRFIp3uDC1NlvXiVOr8YtqMdHNPKV-
RLc4u6iPCCK0xlVgGtkL7GlE9Nr93nRnvohDx8T8DQ96N6awgeWdEhQ 
 
Correspondence going from the oldest at the top to the latest at the bottom:  
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.scribd.com%2Fdocument%2F
391022403%2FAll-Correspondence-With-Real-Estate-Agent-Since-November-
2017%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3Le6ptvdtM1qzOJJQGDAi3yH7BG5pm4jEtqgK18acrmZRCJz
241edIme4&h=AT1-srOao2yazoyTuFiwEp2k4mBtsHiB--
8ZIIAPbAjnFq7iQCerM5DWXN-
oU9PEI9niHKadIgQIRovo_pXT5FeTnzCJAcpItvM4Awc7gO72-
IksjThfkDrBgDml8QbzSg 
 
----------------------------- 
 
Arthur Cristian 
 
And refer to the various posts on the 6 x FB walls we use, the latest one being: 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10217907020895234 
 
----------------------------- 
 
Arthur Cristian  
 
And explore here: https://loveforlife.com.au 
 
----------------------------- 
 
Sanitised 
 



Is there a legal loophole somewhere? Have you sought some legal advice? For 
example I've heard that there are laws in Victoria which grant people the right to live on 
someone else's land if they've lived more than 10 years on it.  
 
I've learned to ignore what the other party says because they can lie through the teeth 
and won't tell you certain things. You need to get legal advice, think of it as a strategy 
game and one you need to win. 
 
You've obviously established yourself in your home and put hard work laboring it, and 
need to support a large family. There should not be any law which forces you out like 
this. I would not be talking to anyone else besides a legal adviser, and certainly 
wouldn't believe anything the other party tries to say or convince. 
 
----------------------------- 
 
Sanitised 
 
Regardless whether it is a termination or eviction notice, by talking to them, by giving 
them too much information, you are essentially making it even easier for them to evict 
you.  
it is good that you have communicated with them, and you can use that as evidence, 
but don't expect them to consider any single thing you say in your letters, they will just 
ignore everything. 
 
----------------------------- 
 
Sanitised 
 
You are explaining yourself too much in the letters. It is like trying to reason with the 
devil, which will amount to nothing. 
 
----------------------------- 
 
Sanitised 
 
Remember, these people don't care about you or your family, and may even use your 
letter against you to show authorities that you are 'crazy' or 'guilty'. 
 
Firstly, you need to establish who you are communicating with and what responsibility 
they have for the situation. Find out if this is a genuine person or establishment and if 
they are acting the the owners of the home. 
 
Secondly you need to find out what your rights are by seeking legal advice.  
 



You need to find out why they are actually terminating you and whether they can 
legally do so. 
 
You may be entitled to a range of privileges, at worst you can be given much more 
time to move home considering you have a large family, etc. Since you have lived 
there for so long, without any problems, this could even be some kind of discrimination 
or unfair termination. If this is just about planting things in the front garden, then it is 
certainly unfair and does not justify a termination notice. That is why we have the legal 
system, because you are being treated unfairly and are seeking justice.  
 
Writing long letter to these people is simply a waste of time, like I said it is like 
speaking to the devil, they will deceive you and distract you at every opportunity, using 
petty issues and complex legal terminology, so you get distracted and fooled. 
 
Remember that you have rights as a human being and deserve to be treated as such. 
Therefore you can try contacting Legal Aid and you may be eligible for free legal 
advice and representation. 
 
----------------------------- 
 
Sanitised 
 
You must bring with you important document and contracts. Sometimes the other party 
no longer has them in possession and will lie to you that they do, but without them they 
will not be able to force you out if you have a contract or any documentation. If their 
only excuse is that 'they require the property for personal reasons' then that has to be 
allowed through your contract. 
 
----------------------------- 
 
Sanitised 
 
You have every right to request a longer period for you and your family to move. The 
agency is ignoring this and hoping that you don't get legal advice. They are distracting 
you from this by continuing to communicate with you. 
 
----------------------------- 
 
Sanitised 
 
"They also said that the Tribunal Member was more likely to give me alot less time that 
two months and that the owners could have ordered that the sheriffs come in next 
week."  
 



Suggestions and comments such as these can be used against them in court (if you 
have this in a letter from them) otherwise if you cannot prove this then it is useless. All 
unverifiable information is pretty much useless so just keep things simple.  
 
A good solicitor will be able to simplify things for you, and actually find out what rights 
you have. That's all that matters.  
 
The sad truth is that no one cares about your emotions or what you have been 
through. All that is important are facts and proof and your rights. 
 
----------------------------- 
 
Arthur Cristian 
 
Sanitised No offence intended :) but we are far more down the road than you presently 
comprehend. There is another whole facet of things being played out here. And look, 
its ok, we really appreciate your input and care and support and encouragement, etc, 
and do keep it up, BUT, Arthur is completely out of "The System" since 2006 and does 
not exist on paper or in their laws, etc. etc, and their rule of law does not apply to 
Arthur who carries the full responsibility to provide certainty, security, stability, etc, for 
Arthur's family. Arthur does not exist amongst paper or hard drives or scribbles and 
marks made on paper or hard drives, etc. This is just one facet of many others at play 
here. If you dive deep into the FB posts referring to these events, going back a few 
months now, you might just get a real sense of what is really going on from our end. :) 
And we are NOT fobbing you off either. 
 
----------------------------- 
 
Sanitised 
 
I understand that you want nothing to do with the system. But there are many systems 
out there, some good, some bad. Unfortunately you live on land government by law.  
 
In the end what is your solution? You and your family live in a house and signed a 
contract, that is a legal document, and the law is not only there to protect them, it is 
there to protect you too. If you are being treated unfairly then there are people who can 
help with that. You are not signing your soul away. You are a free citizen and are 
protected by the law. 
 
In the end, if you don't want to take the matter to court and pursue the it further, maybe 
the best solution could be to make a big garage sale, and use the money to rent 
somewhere else temporarily, and then possibly move to another town or state.  
 



I had to move from my town because of water fluoridation and town air and noise 
pollution. I bought a caged trailer and moved all my possessions myself. You can also 
purchase or hire out a shipping container and store your things temporarily. I packed 
my shipping container with all my things and transporting it to the new house with 
everything inside it which narrowed down the cost of moving. 
 
Also, there are lots of multiple occupancy, strata, company shared and permaculture 
communities around Australia who share the same mind-frame, perhaps you could 
purchase a share or lot in such a community. They tend to be the cheapest properties. 
I am sure they would love you planting fruit trees and gardens there. 
 
Just trying to help. 
 
----------------------------- 
 
Sanitised 
 
There are also permaculture/multiple occupancy properties for rent, through Gumtree. 
 
----------------------------- 
 
Arthur Cristian 
 
@ Sanitised 
 
Arthur has not signed ANY contract. Considering where your head is currently at, an 
ACT Supreme Court Judge said to Fiona in 2016, "MAN Is The Higher Power But MAN 
Chooses To Subjugate Himself Under The Law So That We Can Have Order". Arthur 
has never subjugated the MAN, Arthur, under the (their) law. 
 
----------------------------- 
 
Arthur Cristian 
 
PLEASE EXPLAIN THE MATRIX 
Arthur Cristian 
Love For Life  
 
29th December 2018 
 
Facebook Link: https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10217915373384041  
 
Molebo Motshoeneng wrote:  
 



"Can someone please explain, what the Matrix is.... 
 
I'm very much confused here"  
 
Link: 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1091436944354208/?multi_permalinks=124462315
5702252&notif_id=1545995868099124&notif_t=group_highlights    
 
-------------------  
 
Arthur Cristian replied:  
 
The matrix is made up of alphabets, and alphabets and everything that comes out of 
alphabets are IMAGES of pure fantasy. Those lost in the matrix imagine fantasy is 
reality, that lies are truth, that unconsciousness is consciousness, etc. Basically, every 
letter of any alphabet is definitions and "DEFINITIONS FORM THE FANTASIES OF 
PERCEIVED REALITIES", including mathematics and geometry.  
 
Little Mary (MAN) is present with the presence (pre-sense) of life. We (MAN) can 
SENSE little Mary but we can't sense the Alice or Wonderland little Mary is performing 
because Alice and Wonderland are not present with the presence of life. We (MAN) 
can only imagine that Alice and Wonderland are amongst the living.  
 
Alice is a definition.  
 
Wonderland is a definition and definitions are just images of pure fantasy.  
 
We can sense (touch, taste, feel, smell, hear, see) reality but we can't sense fantasy - 
we can only imagine fantasy, the matrix.  
 
a, b, c, 1, 2, 3........ are pure fantasy = THE MATRIX.  
 
With megaphone in hand and calling out very loudly....... "Hello Alice, please come 
forward, we of the living want to talk directly with you"  
 
"Hello Alice"  
 
Now going louder and louder and louder each time...  
 
"Hello Alice" ----- "ANYONE THERE?"  
 
Even in 1 thousand years, we will still be waiting for Alice to come forward.  
 
"Hello Macquarie Bank, ANYONE THERE?"  



 
"Hello Santa Claus, Easter Bunny, Tooth Fairy, ANYONE THERE?" "PLEASE COME 
FORWARD".  
 
"Hello Universe", "galaxy", "dimension", "solar system", "Mars", "Venus", "God", 
"Jesus", "Galactic Federation", "Higher Beings", "Consciousness", "evolution", "carbon 
dating", "bible", "time", "calendar", "January, 1, 2, 3, a, b, c.....," "ANYONE THERE?" 
PLEASE COME FORWARD".  
 
Please don't tell us that only a MAN, a 3rd party, can come forward to RE-PRESENT, 
to act, on behalf of the matrix as in "Universe", "galaxy", "dimension", "solar system", 
"Mars", "Venus", "God", "Jesus", "Galactic Federation", "Higher Beings", 
"Consciousness", "evolution", "carbon dating", "bible", "time", "calendar", "January, 1, 
2, 3, a, b, c.....  
 
We of the living want to directly hear and see (sense) the wagging tongue and 
wriggling fingers of "Universe, "galaxy", "dimension", "solar system", "Mars", "Venus", 
"God", "Jesus", "Galactic Federation", "Higher Beings", "Consciousness", "evolution", 
"carbon dating", "bible", "time", "calendar", "January, 1, 2, 3, a, b, c..... and not the 
wagging tongue and wriggling fingers of a MAN acting on behalf of the above.  
 
If Little Mary claimed that Alice and Wonderland exist, then she will be lying and 
committing fraud and potential slander. Little Mary will not be able to back her 
claims/beliefs = in the middle of the word belief is the word lie and in the middle of the 
word lie is "i" (as in the all-seeing "eye ("i") who imagines definitions of pure fantasy as 
being reality = belief is NOT proof of fact) and "i" is the greatest lie and liar of them all.  
 
Reality was never meant to be defined.  
 
And when we define reality and we accept these images of fantasy as being reality 
(TRUTH), then we have already fallen into the matrix that is just an imaginary dream 
made up by another MAN.  
 
We were all meant to be undefined and not defined.  
 
TRUTH (REALITY) IS ALREADY PRESENT WITH THE PRESENCE OF LIFE.  
 
No man can experience what another MAN is sensing (touch, taste, feel, smell, hear, 
see) of reality. Even if thousands of us are together and we are all looking at the same 
life form of reality, we will each be having a unique and original experience through our 
senses, and each instant will never be repeated and, even if we try to explain what we 
are experiencing/sensing, the explanations, instructions, education, suggestions, 
indoctrination, inculcation, brainwashing, etc, are still NOT the experience you are 



having and never will be. We can only imagine and fantasise the sensory experience 
another MAN is having.  
 
Every leaf, grain of sand, particle of air and drop of water is unique and original, never 
to be repeated and every instant of life is unique and original, never to be repeated, 
and the whole of reality/creation is undefined (unique and original), and will never be 
repeated.  
 
Children were meant to be raised by nature (MAN'S NATURE) with no one inside their 
heads defining reality to them = that is a "daffodil" and it is "yellow" and on with a 
scientific explanation about its purpose for life, its existence, etc.  
 
Did reality, the sensory life-form you are observing (sensing), tell you directly that it is a 
yellow daffodil, etc, or did other men and wombmen put all that inside your head??  
 
Which one?  
 
Thoughts are dreams and dreams are thoughts and definitions are NOT your dreams 
(thoughts/ideas) because you never created them. Instead you are borrowing these 
fantorgasmic images to mimic them, to perform them in pure psychotic states of 
fantasy, IN THE ILLUSION OF THE MATRIX of your delusion.  
 
Even if the "craft" and “practice" of Little Mary's performance of Alice In Wonderland 
before 100,000 people was so good that everyone in the audience stood up and 
applauded with loud bravos for half an hour after the "staged-show" ended, this is still 
not proof of fact that Alice or Wonderland exist. 
 
There is so much more to all of this so if you want to investigate further, then explore 
all the links to Scribd documents found near the bottom of the temporary Love For Life 
website's homepage: http://loveforlife.com.au  
 
These are our latest food forest garden photos:  
 
Love For Life Garden Late Spring Early Summer 2018 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10217820228525479&type=
3  
 
Love For Life Garden Mid-Summer 2018-2019 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10217931094217052&type=
3  
 
This is our latest Facebook post: 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10217907020895234 
 



----------------------------- 
 
Arthur Cristian 
 
"Hello Land Title Deeds, please come forward".  
 
"Hello Government", please come forward".  
 
"Hello Rule Of Law", please come forward".  
 
"Hello Australia, please come forward".  
 
"Hello 11 Roycroft st East Bowral 2576 NSW Australia, please come forward"  
 
"Hello "The System", please come forward".  
 
"Hello Arthur Cristian/ARTHUR CRISTIAN/Mr Arthur CRISTIAN/Mr Arthur Cristian/Mr 
ARTHUR CRISTIAN/etc, please come forward"  
 
etc  
 
etc  
 
etc  
 
etc 
 
----------------------------- 
 
Arthur Cristian 
 
Arthur is in their FAKE dream-world but Arthur is NOT of their FAKE dream-world. 
 
----------------------------- 
 
Arthur Cristian 
 
There is a massive difference between reality and fantasy and you really have to 
sense/know who you REALLY ARE for their fake dream-world with all their enFORCE-
MEN-t to completely fall apart and be derailed and be as NOTHING. It was NOTHING 
before we appeared in the womb and it remains as NOTHING REAL forevermore. 
 
----------------------------- 
 



Sanitised 
 
I am sure the judge was just speaking generally, not relating to your personal beliefs. 
My understanding is that you live on land governed by law, unless you live on land that 
is not governed by it. If you understand the law, then you can use this law to your 
advantage. However if you cannot use it to your advantage then you are at a loss. 
Sadly most people do not know 'legal speak' at court, so they can try and argue for 
years but won't get anywhere. We are not educated about it, therefore we are hopeless 
and just follow the law to maintain peace and order. 
 
----------------------------- 
 
Sanitised 
 
The belief is that the law was given from God, not by man. 
 
----------------------------- 
 
Sanitised 
 
If you've been successful in arguing your way around the legal system or the law or in 
front of a judge, then I would be very interested to hear it. Otherwise, personally I 
believe there are more important things to fight for like our erosion of human rights, 
right to protest, etc. 
 
----------------------------- 
 
Arthur Cristian 
 
Bring forward the "government" and bring forward the "land" Sanitised and make sure it 
is not a MAN acting as (on behalf of) the "land" or the "government" or "God" or the 
"law of God" in 3rd party. Let's hear these claims directly from the source/power of the 
claimed superiot "God" or "Government" or "Land" etc. What is on paper is NOT the 
"land" or the "government" or "God" or the "rule of law of God", etc... 
 
----------------------------- 
 
Arthur Cristian  
 
Let's hear it directly from the wagging tongue of "God" or "Government" or "Rule Of 
Law", etc, and NOT from the wagging tongue or wriggling fingers of a MAN making 
marks and scribbles on paper and hard drives, or recalling (calling out marks and 
scribbles on paper and hard drives with definitions of "names" God", Law", 



"Government", "land Title Deeds", etc), acting as an imposter of "God", "Government", 
"Rule Of Law", etc. 
 
----------------------------- 
 
Arthur Cristian  
 
To claim these definitions to be true is blatantly lying and is commiting fraud and 
slander and to claim these definitions do have power, WILL cause all crimes committed 
by believers in the faith of "God", "law", "Government", "title deeds", etc, to default to 
the men and wombmen (MAN) carrying out the administration, power and "en-force-
men-t" of "Govern-men-t", "Law", "God", etc, etc, and these crimes of doing harm falls 
upon all beneficiaries bearing consideration from these crimes of rape, pillage, plunder, 
collusion, lying and deception, etc, AND THIS IS A CURSE ALREADY EVIDENT 
BEFORE THE LIVING AND FOR THOSE ALREADY CAUGHT IN THE ACT, IS 
ALREADY THE COMMITMENT TO CAUSE SUICIDE TO THE ETERNAL LIVING 
UNDEFINED SOUL OF MAN, the criminal, the sinner, the liar. 
 
----------------------------- 
 
Arthur Cristian 
 
Do you go where truth takes you or do you go where lies take you? Which one? And 
which one really is the higher power (so to speak)? 
 
----------------------------- 
 
Arthur Cristian 
 
Arthur is NOT in their fake world so NOTHING of the REAL Living MAN, Arthur (so to 
speak), exists on paper because NOTHING of reality and truth is recorded.there, and 
that's because, the power of the living truth does not need to be recorded for it to have 
power influencing another MAN - the truth of the power of the living MAN had already 
been exercised before the living, in present-sense, leaving NOTHING of fake power 
and control remaining to be used by the liars to do harm with. 
 
----------------------------- 
 
Arthur Cristian  
 
Did the tree already exist before you took a child to directly experience it for the 1st 
time or did the tree only come into existence for the child when you took the child 
before the tree for the 1st time?  
 



Does the tree need to be defined to the child before the child can sense the tree?  
 
Or did the tree already exist and the child can sense the existence of the tree without 
the need of the tree being defined to the child before the child encountered the tree?  
 
What about "God"?  
 
What about "Law"?  
 
What about "Government"?  
 
Did the child directly experience "God", "Law", Government", "Land Title Deed", before 
"God", "Government", "Title Deed", "Law", etc, was defined to the child?  
 
Can a child go anywhere in nature/reality to learn about "God", "Government", "Law", 
"Land Title Deed", etc, without another MAN already defined (brainwashed) into "God", 
"Government", "Law", "Land Title Deed", etc, having to explain (define) "God", 
"Government", "Law", "Land Title Deed" to the child?  
 
Do you go where truth takes you or do you only go where the lie and commitment to 
cause fraud and slander take you? Which one? 
 
----------------------------- 
 
Arthur Cristian 
 
To repeat............ "MAN Is The Higher Power But MAN Chooses To Subjugate Himself 
Under The Law So That We Can Have Order"  
 
Do you fully comprehend what the law REALLY IS Sanitised?????  
 
Can you really tell the difference between a lie/fraud and truth??? 
 
----------------------------- 
 
Arthur Cristian 
 
Copied over from here: 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10217907020895234  
 
The Matrix Of Self Obsession 
Arthur Cristian  
Love For Life  
1st January 2019 



 
Facebook Link: https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10217937843185772  
 
Years ago, we kept sharing with you that, if you can't make it work in small spaces then 
you will never make it work in bigger spaces no matter what you try.  
 
When "you" are (MAN is) on the true path (so to speak), the "portrait" of the whole of 
your real life DOES NOT HAVE "YOU" IN THE FOREGROUND OR IN THE 
BACKGROUND of this "portrait" because you already are there as the whole undefined 
dream of life you hold as that "portrait", that living (live in the) dream of life you hold.  
 
We were all meant to be undefined with no "self", "i", "me", "mine". "name", "person", 
"own", etc, there in the "portrait", past, present or future.  
 
However, when we let the portrait of our real lives be hijacked, a fantasy of who we 
now believe we are occupies both the foreground and the background of our portrait 
and it remains there constantly, due to the "self" obsession we now have with who we 
believe we are and what we believe reality is and the self-obsession about us is in the 
foreground and the background of our portrait as we keep dragging the past and 
projecting the future into the present of our portrait.  
 
NOW WE ARE COMPLETELY LOST.  
 
When a dog comes to smell your butt for the first time (so to speak), the sniff builds a 
vast big picture of the reality of the information of the living dream of life the dog holds 
but there is no portrait of the dog in the background or the foreground of the portrait the 
dog is sensing because the dog is undefined and everything that the dog is sensing is 
undefined, meaning the dog is EVERYWHERE in the dream of life the dog holds, but 
there is no fake persona of the dog taking up all the space of the portrait, the "self"-
obsession.  
 
"You" are the only one with the definitions of the fake persona you believe you are 
spinning in your head. Nothing of reality, such as the dog, will sense this.  
 
When we define children, they become self-obsessed with their portrait of life - they 
completely cover the foreground and the background of their portrait, ALWAYS, and 
this is their "designed" fake life in "The System".  
 
The devil of our imagining of the defined i, me, mine, own, etc, comes so very close 
that it's already sitting on the tip of our nose where it has always been, since we were 
defined by others, with fishing line hook and bait cast into the defined, alphabet ocean 
of our fantasies, "The System", and there it is, laughing its head off as it plays with us, 
pulling the line here and there, knowing we're nibbling at the bait and we don't even 
realise it.  



 
The laughter is that of another MAN inside your head, an occultist who has got you by 
the balls even as you dream of truth, freedom, consciousness, life, etc, and you are 
fucked, because all your dreams (thoughts are dreams) are fake because they have all 
been defined for you and they all contain the fantasy YOU in the foreground and in the 
background.  
 
WHO ARE YOU?  
 
WHAT ARE YOU?  
 
WHERE ARE YOU?  
 
Voices In Your Head  
Arthur Cristian  
Love For Life  
27th December 2018  
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10217902330057966 
Copied Below  
 
http://www.wildswimmingaustralia.com/wp-content/uploads/Wild-Swimming-
Australia%C2%A9Swimming-Hole_Nellies-Glen_Carrington-Falls-Walk_New-South-
Wales-Australia_154_Andy-Lewis_Web800wide_50_Logo.jpg    
 
https://dh1muyqdu88ie.cloudfront.net/wp-
content/uploads/2017/08/12143259/gardening-documentaries.jpg   
  
---------- 
 
PLEASE EXPLAIN THE MATRIX 
Arthur Cristian 
Love For Life  
 
29th December 2018 
 
Facebook Link: https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10217915373384041  
 
Molebo Motshoeneng wrote:  
 
"Can someone please explain, what the Matrix is.... 
 
I'm very much confused here"  
 



Link: 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1091436944354208/?multi_permalinks=124462315
5702252&notif_id=1545995868099124&notif_t=group_highlights    
 
-------------------  
 
Arthur Cristian replied:  
 
The matrix is made up of alphabets, and alphabets and everything that comes out of 
alphabets are IMAGES of pure fantasy. Those lost in the matrix imagine fantasy is 
reality, that lies are truth, that unconsciousness is consciousness, etc. Basically, every 
letter of any alphabet is definitions and "DEFINITIONS FORM THE FANTASIES OF 
PERCEIVED REALITIES", including mathematics and geometry.  
 
Little Mary (MAN) is present with the presence (pre-sense) of life. We (MAN) can 
SENSE little Mary but we can't sense the Alice or Wonderland little Mary is performing 
because Alice and Wonderland are not present with the presence of life. We (MAN) 
can only imagine that Alice and Wonderland are amongst the living.  
 
Alice is a definition.  
 
Wonderland is a definition and definitions are just images of pure fantasy.  
 
We can sense (touch, taste, feel, smell, hear, see) reality but we can't sense fantasy - 
we can only imagine fantasy, the matrix.  
 
a, b, c, 1, 2, 3........ are pure fantasy = THE MATRIX.  
 
With megaphone in hand and calling out very loudly....... "Hello Alice, please come 
forward, we of the living want to talk directly with you"  
 
"Hello Alice"  
 
Now going louder and louder and louder each time...  
 
"Hello Alice" ----- "ANYONE THERE?"  
 
Even in 1 thousand years, we will still be waiting for Alice to come forward.  
 
"Hello Macquarie Bank, ANYONE THERE?"  
 
"Hello Santa Claus, Easter Bunny, Tooth Fairy, ANYONE THERE?" "PLEASE COME 
FORWARD".  
 



"Hello Universe", "galaxy", "dimension", "solar system", "Mars", "Venus", "God", 
"Jesus", "Galactic Federation", "Higher Beings", "Consciousness", "evolution", "carbon 
dating", "bible", "time", "calendar", "January, 1, 2, 3, a, b, c.....," "ANYONE THERE?" 
PLEASE COME FORWARD".  
 
Please don't tell us that only a MAN, a 3rd party, can come forward to RE-PRESENT, 
to act, on behalf of the matrix as in "Universe", "galaxy", "dimension", "solar system", 
"Mars", "Venus", "God", "Jesus", "Galactic Federation", "Higher Beings", 
"Consciousness", "evolution", "carbon dating", "bible", "time", "calendar", "January, 1, 
2, 3, a, b, c.....  
 
We of the living want to directly hear and see (sense) the wagging tongue and 
wriggling fingers of "Universe, "galaxy", "dimension", "solar system", "Mars", "Venus", 
"God", "Jesus", "Galactic Federation", "Higher Beings", "Consciousness", "evolution", 
"carbon dating", "bible", "time", "calendar", "January, 1, 2, 3, a, b, c..... and not the 
wagging tongue and wriggling fingers of a MAN acting on behalf of the above.  
 
If Little Mary claimed that Alice and Wonderland exist, then she will be lying and 
committing fraud and potential slander. Little Mary will not be able to back her 
claims/beliefs = in the middle of the word belief is the word lie and in the middle of the 
word lie is "i" (as in the all-seeing "eye ("i") who imagines definitions of pure fantasy as 
being reality = belief is NOT proof of fact) and "i" is the greatest lie and liar of them all.  
 
Reality was never meant to be defined.  
 
And when we define reality and we accept these images of fantasy as being reality 
(TRUTH), then we have already fallen into the matrix that is just an imaginary dream 
made up by another MAN.  
 
We were all meant to be undefined and not defined.  
 
TRUTH (REALITY) IS ALREADY PRESENT WITH THE PRESENCE OF LIFE.  
 
No man can experience what another MAN is sensing (touch, taste, feel, smell, hear, 
see) of reality. Even if thousands of us are together and we are all looking at the same 
life form of reality, we will each be having a unique and original experience through our 
senses, and each instant will never be repeated and, even if we try to explain what we 
are experiencing/sensing, the explanations, instructions, education, suggestions, 
indoctrination, inculcation, brainwashing, etc, are still NOT the experience you are 
having and never will be. We can only imagine and fantasise the sensory experience 
another MAN is having.  
 
Every leaf, grain of sand, particle of air and drop of water is unique and original, never 
to be repeated and every instant of life is unique and original, never to be repeated, 



and the whole of reality/creation is undefined (unique and original), and will never be 
repeated.  
 
Children were meant to be raised by nature (MAN'S NATURE) with no one inside their 
heads defining reality to them = that is a "daffodil" and it is "yellow" and on with a 
scientific explanation about its purpose for life, its existence, etc.  
 
Did reality, the sensory life-form you are observing (sensing), tell you directly that it is a 
yellow daffodil, etc, or did other men and wombmen put all that inside your head??  
 
Which one?  
 
Thoughts are dreams and dreams are thoughts and definitions are NOT your dreams 
(thoughts/ideas) because you never created them. Instead you are borrowing these 
fantorgasmic images to mimic them, to perform them in pure psychotic states of 
fantasy, IN THE ILLUSION OF THE MATRIX of your delusion.  
 
Even if the "craft" and “practice" of Little Mary's performance of Alice In Wonderland 
before 100,000 people was so good that everyone in the audience stood up and 
applauded with loud bravos for half an hour after the "staged-show" ended, this is still 
not proof of fact that Alice or Wonderland exist. 
 
There is so much more to all of this so if you want to investigate further, then explore 
all the links to Scribd documents found near the bottom of the temporary Love For Life 
website's homepage: http://loveforlife.com.au  
 
These are our latest food forest garden photos:  
 
Love For Life Garden Late Spring Early Summer 2018 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10217820228525479&type=
3  
 
Love For Life Garden Mid-Summer 2018-2019 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10217931094217052&type=
3  
 
This is our latest Facebook post: 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10217907020895234 
 
------- 
 
The Shadow 
Arthur Cristian 
26th December 2018  



 
Facebook Link: https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10217894495982119   
 
Hi Sanitised, for example, here is a copy of a post we put up yesterday, "The Voice In 
Your Head", copied below, and written on the run, but what is important to us are the 
insights and we have been gathering a vast collection of insights to build the free e-
book out of. We are most keen on getting the first small edition of the e-book out 
ASAP, ideally well before the middle of January 2019 because of the severity of the 
termination notice that is hanging over Fiona's head.  
 
She has now been given until the end of Jan 2019 to get out but we have no money to 
move and no motherland to move to yet. We are all ok about this - though our vessels 
experience frustration, trauma, etc, we don't live in this fear, doubt or uncertainty and 
we do live the living (live in the) dream of life we hold as that undefined soul and let 
everything else going on around us play out because we are intentionally manipulating 
the conscience of everyone we reach, touch. 
 
We willingly sacrifice our real lives so that this event can play out in real time amongst 
real brothers and sisters everywhere. 
 
We are fully responsible to maintain and uphold stability, reliability, certainty and the 
security of reality, nature, earth, so that our children flourish without being 
compromised by disturbed nature and we do not live for uncertainty, insecurity, 
instability and unreliability, the disturbed nature, which is what the deeply brainwashed 
in "The System" are offering, generally speaking, the unconscious real estate agents, 
the politicians who pass all these bills/statutes, the priests, academics, educators, 
experts, scientists, etc, and particularly those behind the rule of law and those who 
uphold and enFORCE it.  
 
No one amongst the unconscious will ever admit to wanting to take away the peace, 
calm, freedom, security, stability, reliability and certainty from another MAN'S life with 
undisturbed nature, BUT, they (high level Freemasons/Occultists) will use the 
definitions with all their encoded e-motions (intentions) as shields to hide behind while 
they attack the deeply confused who believe in the definitions, which makes them both 
psychotic and incarcerated in the mental asylum of "The System" where these beliefs 
(dreams) play out for them. They (occultists, etc) administer the psychotic (everyone 
raised in "The System" IS psychotic). 
 
All this falls apart when these high-level occultists come before a MAN who 
senses/knows what a MAN really is and what is really going on in the (their) scam of 
"The System". What we do is completely destroy all the shields (definitions, belief, 
faith, associated opinion = apathy, denial, passing the buck, complacency, weakness, 
justifications, etc) so that no MAN (lackeys and all) can hide behind them and therefore 
all involved are fully exposed IN PLAIN SIGHT as the real harm doers they are. 



 
This is how we crafted and used our situation (built up gradually over 13 years to get it 
all in place) to bring it all out into the open and have it play out in real time (present 
sense) so whoever continues to come forward on to this undefined land is admitting to 
WANTING to do harm to this MAN'S family (take away the peace, calm, stability, 
certainty, security, etc, with undisturbed nature) and to be fully supporting and 
endorsing MAN'S spiritual suicide (no soul - no eternal life) and to this MAN, they must 
be immediately rounded up and ideally, executed on the spot. 
 
They represent the greatest danger. 
 
Almost everyone raised in "The System" is frightened, scared, weak, powerless, etc, 
etc, and they are all lost in deep traumatic states of pure fantasy, the immense grip 
trauma has over them. They are all in fear of their lives and particularly the lives of their 
children and family etc. 
 
THIS SPELL MUST BE BROKEN otherwise these fantasies continue being 
manipulated and used against them, to their and their children's detriment. 
 
What is a MAN'S life really worth............... NOTHING??? 
 
or EVERYTHING??? 
 
If we don't immediately execute these harm-doers, come con artists, who amongst the 
"good hearted people" will act as the new jail-keepers, police, counsellors, cooks, etc, 
etc?? Suddenly, "The System" is the phoenix rising from the ashes and the same 
mistakes will be repeated again and again and again across the generations of the 
very weak. 
 
And we are not interested in making them our slaves as true undefined freedom is not 
about repeating slavery, so it is best to compost the DEAD and use them for the 
creation and expansion of the essential, abundant food forests we all require, 
NATURALLY.  
 
You can't rely on the present forces in place because they all sold out long ago, and 
many have children, families, loved ones, etc, they need to care for as "The System" 
starts collapsing all around them. It will be far, far, far, far, far, far worse than the 
Cronulla Riots.  
 
Use the DEAD (UNCONSCIOUS ZOMBIES OF IMMENSE HARM DOING) as compost 
for the food forests. 
 



If we don't execute them on the spot, they already have access to guns, bombs, 
grenades, etc, etc, and will form militia groups to fight for their survival and this means 
outright civil war and everyone's children everywhere are no longer safe anywhere. 
 
Does this sound brutal? Yes, it does, and maybe there is another way but, unless they 
are willing to walk away from all the harm they are responsible for creating and 
maintaining, actively creating the remedy to everything that they have been party to, 
what can be done with them?  
 
The only alternative is perhaps to set up a compound far out in the desert or the 
wilderness where they are provided with all the tools necessary to grow food, build 
shelter and survive through the physical labour of their hands and bodies but a long 
way from other men and women but who would be willing to make sure they did not 
escape and were not allowed out. 
 
The agenda of “The System” is the harvesting of the life energy of all of MAN so that 
no MAN has the opportunity to create a unique, original, living soul. This is blatant 
murder and genocide intentionally performed by men and women who are 
psychopaths and sociopaths because they have no regard for life, and serial killers 
because they have the blood of multi-millions of men, women and children on their 
hands. They are worse than Hannibal Lecter and all other serial killers combined. 
 
Besides this, they are responsible for the horrific ritual and sexual abuse of multi-
millions of children, adults and animals, leaving survivors struggling with the affects of 
this trauma for the rest of their system lives, often committing suicide so the occultists 
get to harvest their life energy once more. Who really wants to keep perpetuating “The 
System” where this is tolerated and where paedophilia is well on the way to being 
labelled a “sexuality” rather than a horrific crime against children? This is what we are 
supporting while we sit back and do nothing. 
 
These occultists KNOW WHAT THEY ARE DOING and they continue to do it while 
their agenda of a One World Federation with lock in, lock out access to all resources 
being controlled by the representatives of the Federation rolls ever closer. This will be 
far, far more controlling than the current version of “The System”, despite the eco-
friendly, consciousness, one love, spiritual wrapping it comes in. The death of the 
majority of the population is part of this agenda, with the remaining 500,000 men, 
women and children being kept to maintain the infrastructure needed by the occultists 
who will continue to enjoy control of all of earth’s resources, including MAN. 
 
Is this what you want for your children and grandchildren? 
 
Most zombies waking up from their system brainwashing have no skills in taking full 
responsibility for their lives so they will have their hands full deprogramming from all 
the severe states of traumatic fantasy while they learn to grow food, lots of it, and care 



for their children and families while they overcome all types of horrific sickness and 
disease and recreate real communities/tribes/villages without "The System" of voices 
still going on inside their heads. Just the healing involved with removing all the voices 
will be massive for most.  
 
We look at it this way, unless we break their (occultists/freemasons and their 
lackeys/drones) presumption of their power and authority over us, the bluff will 
continue and the deeply traumatised, genetically and socially engineered races of 
zombies will continue being used and abused, raped, pillaged, plundered and 
completely ignored and seen as scum/nothing/shit, etc, so it’s best to sacrifice our lives 
for the greater good by forcing those who are still serious about murder, breaking the 
peace, calm, security, stability, etc, etc, to come forward and show their true colours. It 
is that simple. 
 
Who really wants to continue living in fear? 
 
Live in trauma? 
 
Worry about tomorrow? 
 
Live amongst chaos, war, murder, injustice, lack of abundance, peace, calm, etc, 
etc????  
 
Who really wants to raise children in a world of complete uncertainty, instability, 
insecurity, etc etc???? 
 
Who really wants to perpetuate the worship of fantasy???? 
 
And then there are all those "sympathisers" who continue getting into the heads of 
others to sway them from going down this road - whose side are they really on??? 
 
So many of these so called freedom-truthers, sovereigns, "Spaces Of Love", Kindom, 
Homestead, Eco-Communities, Intentional Communities, "Green", "Rainbow", 
"Occupy", "Yellow Jackets", "Freedom", "Consciousness", "All Is One", "One 
Earth/World", UCC, "Reclaim The Constitution", "Zeitgeist", "Ubuntu", etc, etc, peddlers 
are ONLY there to protect the power and control the occultists already have over all 
their deeply fried brainwashed, traumatised zombies = "THE SYSTEM". 
 
These are all the planted "Good Guys", the next generation of Knights Templars, who 
really are Pied Pipers leading all the zombies away from the "Bad Guys" behind the 
present system of power and control and into the next enclosure of "The System" 
where the power and control of this ONE BLOODLINE of occultists and their families 
continues. 
 



It is clearly obvious that all these "Good Guys" come from the same institutions, think 
tanks, societies, fraternities, orders, etc, etc, as the "Bad Guys". These "sympathisers" 
are all for "The System", but under a nicer, friendlier guise. It is all one big orchestrated 
scam. These liars have to be wiped out too, if they do not immediately walk away from 
their roles in playing out this One World Government scam. 
 
The e-book is really a weapon of unconditional love evoked and set into motion IN 
THIS LIFE. We are also keen on creating a wide range of images/jpegs that are a 
mixture of sketched pencil drawings, coloured in or not, to aid in helping anyone really 
comprehend what is going on and actually wake up from this la la land. 
 
We are conscious of the fact that we can't save or rescue anyone from this nightmare 
because each MAN has free will and it’s their free will to create and expand an 
undefined soul, or not. To us, it is obvious that the only way a MAN can create an 
undefined soul is through the senses (touch, taste, feel, smell, hear, see) and that the 
experiences through each MAN'S senses are unique and original and no MAN can 
experience what another MAN is experiencing of reality. 
 
We were never meant to disturb the peace of children contemplating and naturally 
dreaming amongst nature, which we do when we get inside their heads to become 
those voices. This is the beginning of chaos and, as more and more children are 
disturbed, this already is the escalation of war against all of MAN.  
 
The free e-book covers all this and so much more in great detail. 
 
If you are still up for it, let's catch up when you get back from overseas. :)  
 
------- 
 
The Shadow  
 
The shadow never directly told us it was a shadow - it was other men and women 
telling us about the shadow but these definitions are NOT the shadow so the shadow 
remains pure fantasy in spite of how much others believe it exists.  
 
Fantasy has nothing to do with reality and therefore can't teach us anything about 
reality and so the confusion about reality continues in the lives of those lost to fantasy, 
the shadow, believing fantasy is part of reality.  
 
Fear is pure fantasy too as is Kundalini and "their "own" being" and "hole" and 
alphabets and everything of alphabets.  
 
It is those misguided with good hearts/intentions lost to constantly being prone to 
fantasy who are completely destroying reality, all-the-while believing they are doing the 



right thing, and so a man-made hell continues appearing amongst reality but there is 
nowhere to go to meet this fantasy amongst the maddening throng because everyone 
has given up reality and therefore is unconscious of the fantasy they still act on behalf 
of and there is no one listening to respond because there is no one there that's part of 
reality.  
 
"DEFINITIONS FORM THE FANTASIES OF PERCEIVED REALITIES".  
 
"The System" is pure fantasy and whenever you accept a fantasy as being part of your 
reality, you have already accepted the shadow of "The System" as the crowning glory 
over the whole of what remains of your real life, that's if there is anything still remaining 
of reality to remind you of what reality really is. :)   
 
This patience is a shadow, is pure fantasy, and anyone relying on patience for others 
to awaken is already lost in the mire of pure fantasy where the patience amongst those 
already lost to fantasy remains lost to fantasy too. They still love the shadows more. 
Life is for the living while all else remains forever lost  
 
Sure, this post plays on the performing sentiments of MAN'S good heart/nature, BUT, 
it's a load of complete bullshit.  
 
Performing defined morality and good-hearted sentiments is still pure fantasy and will 
always remain fantasy. Best to wake up and stop acting as a good-hearted MAN with 
good hearted sentiments as the act will continue to keep you lost and deeply confused 
with reality.  
 
In the act of being "good hearted" is already a MAN completely lost to delusions of 
grandeur. :)  
 
Be (LIVE) the living light of truth and don’t be the shadow of the living "word" (whatever 
alphabet words that suck you in to the shadows of pure darkness/fantasy).  
 
--- 
 
Sanitised wrote "We are made of both shadow and light entangled in an omni braid. 
When one learns to love and not fear their shadow, they will experience kundalini and 
become whole. When one can love their own being unconditionally one becomes holy 
then they can love other beings, the earth and the universe in a the most immaculate 
true way. Deep peace and infinite love"  
 
And Sanitised 2 posted: 
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=931961017003210&set=a.1007426034583
93&type=3&theater  
  



---- 
 
Voices In Your Head 
Arthur Cristian  
Love For Life  
27th December 2018  
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10217902330057966 
 
"The System" is the process of allowing someone else inside your head to define the 
FAKE persona that is the "name" of the vessel (body) you continue to default to and 
rely on to live your fake life out of because you have never created an undefined soul 
(MAN) that is the glorious lighthouse of your unique, original dreams, that YOU 
CREATED, that is far stronger than all the voices of others, strangers or not, inside 
your head (so to speak). 
 
You have allowed others to define you, e-motions and all, and this is ALL FAKE. 
 
The definitions of others become the motor that drives the vessel of your now fake life, 
the wind in the sails, the raison d'etre of the fake persona, the e-go, which is now who 
you believe you are but these definitions have no strength in them and so their 
influence ebbs, flows and fades very fast, always returning to immense weakness 
causing you to drift from one moment of a defined lifestyle to the next, unlike the 
lighthouse of your soul that is the undefined dream that never wavers in strength, 
intensity and focus no matter what is thrown at it, voices and all, and is eternally 
enduring, more powerful than anything else, and can never be brought down. 
 
In "The System" of this "mind" control, everything of "The System" returns to NOTHING 
because it was NOTHING when it was first thought of. It is dead, soulless, because 
these definitions are pure fantasy, what is often referred to as darkness or shadows. 
 
All voices inside your head are pure fantasy and if you let these voices harvest your life 
energy, your labour, you will always end up with NOTHING real there. You may 
accumulate so called "system" wealth in terms of possessions, comforts, privileges and 
exclusivity but this is all fantasy too, so you still have NOTHING. 
 
All the voices form the absolute confusion and distractions of your fake, soulless life. 
Look at these voices as a fake light leading you nowhere. Wherever you are right now, 
be it on a mobile phone, on a computer, in a library, in a cafe or at home, everything 
around you is dead, the fake light (life), and you are holding death in your hands right 
now because everything of reality has had to be destroyed for you to have dead things, 
a fake life. Everything in your home, your kitchen, your laundry, your bathroom, your 
bedrooms, your office, your car, the suburbs and the cities is dead and you are holding 
death because you enshrine fantasy (soullessness) over reality. 
 



The intellect, which is the guiding light of most men and women in “The System”, is 
nothing more than a juke box of thoughts, ideas, reasons, situations, affirmations, 
objections, information, expertise, opinion, etc, that we chose to play in our heads, 
which is why so many of us sound like recordings of each other and why we form 
groups where we flock together all playing the same records because the thoughts we 
have all taken on and play recordings of resonate with each other rather than being in 
dissonance with each other.  
 
Thus, many Christians can congregate peacefully with each other because they are all 
choosing the same tunes, and Muslims and Jews and Buddhists are all choosing the 
same tunes but NONE of the tunes are of their living creation – they are all the tunes of 
others that they have collected in their juke boxes to define who they believe they are. 
There are multi-millions of Christians, Muslims, Jews and Buddhists playing their tunes 
but the “truth” of all these tunes were defined for them by the occultists and they 
remain with the wool pulled over their eyes, generation after generation and no one 
sees (senses) it. 
 
So what records do you have in your jukebox? The records of Permaculture, and 
alternative living? The records of sport, fashion and Hollywood? The records of 
consumerism and materialism, of history, geography and travel, of fine food and wine, 
of Indie music or Heavy Metal? 
 
There is NOTHING in the information of “The System” that is not a record for you to 
play in your jukebox and the records you chose determine everything of your system 
life style, from friends to career to family to location to culture to religion to philosophies 
to diet to travel to material choices, and with it, consumerism. 
 
All the definitions that we imagine have us destroy the uniqueness and originality of 
everything of life because we forget that every grain of sand and every drop of water is 
unique and original, and every leaf is a unique and original melody, co-creating the 
richness of the symphony of many undefined branches and who all together form the 
consonance of the symphony of the tree, that is a natural orchestra embodying many 
undefined leaves and branches, so we label leaves as “oak leaves”, “beech leaves”, 
eucalypt leaves” and forget to sense the uniqueness of each life form that we call a 
leaf. When a dog meets another dog, it doesn’t categorise the dog into size or breed.  
 
Through undefined instincts, it just meets another life form with unique, original 
information, with purposes and intentions to be sensed, not artificially categorised and 
lumped into a group with other life forms. 
 
What are we doing to each other when we label each other as girl, boy, tall, short, 
clever, stupid, male, female, mother, father, etc, constantly ignoring the uniqueness 
and originality that is the undefined life form before us? Then we send our “boys” and 
“girls” to school to learn how to categorise everything they see around them into 



definitions. Thus “sharks” are “dangerous”, “kittens” are “cute” all things with scales are 
lizards, snakes or fish, all things with fur are mammals and a whole lot of trees 
standing together are a type of forest and it really doesn’t matter if we chop some of 
the trees down because there are plenty more, right?  
 
The definitions have dulled our senses so that we don’t realise that each tree is unique 
and original, with undefined intentions and purposes, a living song (story) to tell, and it 
is the combined synergy of the wholeness of the uniqueness and originality of every 
tree in the forest that makes the forest the unique, original forest that it is, and 
everything of the forest, from the tiniest to the biggest (so to speak), has an important 
and natural purpose and if we cut down some of the trees, we are changing and 
destroying the undefined LIFE of uncountable life forms that collectively forms the 
undefined synergy of the uniqueness and originality of the forest forever. Everything of 
the forest and everything of all the forests, mountains, valleys, hills, streams, creatures, 
soil, microbes, etc, is IMPORTANT, nothing less than another and nothing more than 
another.   
 
When we define a child, we are drawing the child away from the big picture of the 
whole of nature (REALITY) that they naturally sense and when we fill them with 
definitions, we are stopping them, shutting them down from creating an undefined soul, 
that is the big picture symphony of MAN’S undefined dream of life.  
 
Defined children can no longer hold the undefined importance of everything living 
(existing) in synergy and in focus and this is MAN’S living (live in the dream of MAN’S 
undefined) soul. We are denying them the eternal life promise to be a unique, original 
MAN holding the whole of the undefined dream of life in focus, the big picture of the 
whole of the living dream of MAN’S undefined life. We are offering them death to the 
soul instead. They are now the artificial intelligence of cyborg jukebox. They are now 
all a fake MAN.  
 
The world of definitions is all built on discrimination and censorship that denies 
uniqueness and originality. We box our children into the definitions of money, 
commerce, the vast values of measurements, including time, the calendar, languages, 
synthetic ideas, philosophies and religions until they are so full of definitions that they 
become completely soulless because they rely on the definitions as their point of 
reference, their “SELF-OBSESSION”, rather than the magnificent synergy of their 
undefined senses. 
 
Just how much information of definitions does a child have to learn to become 
completely soulless? To become so removed from their senses that the one sniff of a 
dog has more consciousness than they do?  
 
Just because people come from the same backgrounds and have the same skin colour 
and culture doesn’t mean they have the same character or the same anything and yet 



we bunch each other into groups of definitions; Muslims are terrorists, men are 
bastards, little girls like pink, this is a mountain, this is Australia, this is Arthur, this is a 
food forest garden, etc.  
 
We can take a knife and kill the vessel of a man or woman who is fully conscious and 
they will not die because the undefined consciousness of who they really are is still 
there in the big picture of the undefined, living dream of life, the soul, but when we fill a 
child with definitions, we are murdering them by showing them how to become lost in 
the fantasy that they will continue to be lost in after their vessels have died to be 
harvested in the dreamscape of fantasy (the mind, the intellect) of the occultists.   
 
They have never created a soul because they have spent their system lives doing 
soulless things, their heads spinning with alphabets and their chosen jukebox records. 
Let’s send these animals to the abattoir, let’s go to the butcher and buy these 
destroyed animals because we cannot sense their purpose, uniqueness and originality. 
Let’s eat this destroyed reality and tell ourselves that it is food, along with all the other 
destroyed reality that we purchase in the supermarkets and call food.  
 
We are lost in the fantasy of thinking something of reality (life) is there in the food we 
buy but there is nothing real there because we have altered it, destroyed it and 
changed its natural purpose, and the result of this is that we are dying younger and 
younger of more and more diseases, and our children and pets are dying of diseases 
that children never used to get and that animals in the unspoilt wilderness never get. 
But you can buy good food from a supermarket, can’t you? The supermarket says that 
it is healthy (only for cyborgs but they don’t tell you this important fact).  
 
How different this is from being in nature and sensing what the body needs and eating 
it, there and then.  
 
How can we sense “yellow”, or “nine times ten” or “brassicas” or “elephants” when they 
do not exist to be sensed? All we can do is get lost in the alphabet conversations about 
yellow, nine times ten, brassicas and elephants but these are not the reality that we 
think they are and we are still asleep, committing suicide as we refuse to wake up and 
sense what is all around us.  
 
When we are lost in the defined dream of food forests and Permaculture, we may 
seem more connected but we are still soulless because we are still not sensing the 
uniqueness and originality of each life form that makes up the undefined big picture of 
MAN’S soul. When you are conscious, every leaf will communicate with you directly but 
you will never think, “Oh, that’s a Feijoa”. 
 
In all the legal paperwork of “The System”, there is nothing to sense because there is 
no soul, which is why those of the law do not see you as a living man or wombman but 
they imagine that all their paperwork and their laws and statutes are real so they harm 



the living man or wombman that you are, just as the Real Estate Agents harm you 
when they have you thrown on the street but they do not sense the harm because as a 
cyborg jukebox they do not sense you; all they see before them is the statute that tells 
them “throwing them on the street  is your job” and so they throw you on the street. 
 
When our children go to school, there is nothing they learn that has any soul, and, 
because their teachers do not have a soul, they cannot sense the uniqueness and 
originality of every child they fill with definitions because both they and the children 
have already become the sum of the definitions they have been defined by. They are 
now all cyborg jukeboxes.  
 
In any conversation we have about consciousness, creating a soul, holding a big 
picture, there is still no soul there which is why the conversations do nothing to fill the 
emptiness that has us exhaust a source of what we imagine that we need to be 
complete and move on to another conversation with someone else who we imagine will 
make us complete but we will never be complete because we are still the cyborg 
jukebox lost in the definitions of nothing and nearly everyone that we talk to is lost in 
the definitions of nothing. 
 
If you can’t sense the big picture of undefined reality, you can’t create a soul and 
nothing that we have written will help you create a soul and nor will the cyborg jukebox 
thoughts of anyone else. Wherever there is an alphabet thought, there is no soul, no 
matter how much you fake that there is. You can give all your life to believing that 
Superman exists but just because you are running around in a Superman costume 
does not mean that Superman exists.  
 
You can talk about freedom, consciousness and creating a soul all you like but these 
are just cyborg jukebox records that you are choosing to play. 
 
To create a soul through the senses which are unique and original, you have to 
connect with the senses of your natural dreaming without an alphabet thought in your 
head. If you are trying to go on a journey to create a soul you will never meet (BE) the 
creation of your undefined soul because this journey is ONLY the alphabet thoughts of 
a cyborg jukebox telling you how to create a soul, AND IN FACT, is the journey 
through the cult of definitions defining the creation of a (fake) soul. 
 
This is why it is so important that children are brought up in nature with no one inside 
their heads filling them up with alphabet definitions. Nature does not have a defined 
alphabet language to educate children; what it does have is myriad, unique, original, 
undefined, sensory experiences to stimulate and inspire them to create the dreams 
that are their undefined, unique, original soul. 
 
All the while we think we love nature and spend time in nature, observing reality, we 
are destroyed because we are not of it. We can be in a forest but all we are doing is 



copying and replaying the cyborg jukebox e-motions that we have learnt to mimic and 
take on as our own and all of this is fake so cannot be part of reality. We remain 
completely disconnected. A child can be raised as a cyborg jukebox in nature but 
everything about the child remains contrived, fake and soulless.  
 
Everyone who has ever fallen under the spell of the brainwashing of “The System” was 
already in nature, part of nature, observing reality, but they fell from reality. Every 
generation is observing reality but not being part of it. When you are in your head, you 
are not in and of the undefined senses of the real dream of life because you are still in 
the self-obsession of your cyborg jukebox portrait.  
 
You can be touching the petals of a flower, watching the dew on a spider web, wading 
in the shallows of a lake but you are not there because you are still constantly 
defaulting to the cyborg jukebox voices in your head and you remain soulless and 
cannot inspire an undefined dream that you have created through the undefined 
senses because you are still forming your dreams through the definitions of your 
cyborg jukebox.  
 
Our good-hearted sentiments make our intellectual dreams of nature feel like pure light 
(life) but they aren’t. How do we tell the difference between the undefined shades of 
the light of truth and the light of Lucifer (the intellect of a cyborg jukebox)?  
 
If whatever you are dreaming comes from the thoughts of other men and women in 
your head, then the light (LIFE) you are shining is that of Lucifer, a cyborg jukebox. 
 
We still don’t know (sense) the difference between the undefined dreams that we are 
supposed to be creating and the defined dreams that come through the cyborg juke 
box and we spend all our fake lives talking about our consciousness, truth, freedom, 
life, etc, and all of it is coming ONLY from the “self-obsession” of our cyborg jukebox 
and all of it is fake.  
 
And we instigate conversations with other cyborgs to listen to their jukebox recordings, 
and we can talk for hours and hours over absolutely nothing real - the recordings of 
each other’s cyborg jukebox lead nowhere outside the point of reference of a cyborg 
jukebox. AND SO WE REAMAIN COMPLETEY DEAD – THERE IS NO SOUL THERE.    
 
The occultists light of lucifer, the intellect of the cyborg’s jukebox, comes so close to 
the undefined truth of reality that the line between the information of the voices of the 
occultist’s intellect and the undefined truth/reality of MAN’S soul is finer than the finest 
of silken threads but it is the difference between eternal life and eternal death.  
 
When you have an undefined soul, you do not have to follow a light to anywhere 
because you already are the magnificence of the undefined light of your living soul, the 
living (live-in) dream of life (UNDEFINED MAN) you hold in focus and you do not need 



to follow anything, anywhere, at any time. The light that comes for you to follow is fake 
because it is the image of the voice of another MAN inside your head defining heaven, 
the afterlife, consciousness, ascension, freedom, etc, for you, and all of this is fake 
because that voice is just an occultist who is harvesting you. 
 
The voices of definitions become the instructions of e-motions directing the actions of 
the fake persona that we allow to have so much power over our vessels, maintaining 
the slave status of everyone's vessel, because everyone raised in "The System" 
already has someone else inside their head dictating to them. 
 
The e-motions are the life of the character of another MAN, the conductor, now inside 
your head constantly offering you the programming, the orchestra, for your vessel to 
follow along with, just like those bouncing balls going from word to word in a 1932 
musical commercial "I like Aeroplane Jelly, Aeroplane Jelly For Me............... 
https://youtu.be/dJZ2w6Q_Uww  
 
The good hearted (5 year old) little girl singing the song, sitting on a pretty swing 
entwined with flowers, is all fake and the song she sings as she swings to the 
subliminal programming of deep hypnosis, persuades the viewers to follow the ball of 
this programming so that they can also fall under the spell of the MAN inside their head 
instructing them about Aeroplane Jelly, as well as those in on the scam, the inventors, 
the directors and the stockholders and all their administration staff, the manufacturers, 
the packers, the warehouse staff, the marketers, the truck drivers, the sales reps, the 
shopkeepers and the consumers and their children who are all supporting death 
because there is nothing real there. 
 
All those involved have grown up to be dead, supporters of death, and you, reading 
this, are dead too because otherwise you would not be on social media and you would 
not be in the system because the magnificence of your undefined, enduring soul would 
fulfil you so you would not be reading this, which shows how fallen into the one voice of 
the eternal hell of a MAN made fantasy you really are. 
 
Just this one lie brings in billions of liars supporting the one lie, the one voice (ring) in 
the head (the bell) to rule them all. Every lie of "The System" needs a cast of 
thousands, if not millions, to maintain and support it. 
 
The good heart of the little girl is your good heart but it is fake, just as the good heart of 
the little girl is fake because she wouldn't be singing the song of fantasy, if she realised 
the significance of what she was doing, hence the confusion and distractions of fantasy 
that have misguided this little girl into being a supporter of death to reality. The 
computer, the cars, the houses and the education, the degrees, the engineering, the 
science, etc, that you have grown up with are the fake flowers entwined around the 
swing of fantasy and you really are a murderer and you hate life, as much as you think 
you don't, because you love death (fantasy) more. As cyborg jukeboxes, we are all just 



performing for the conductor of this orchestra of death to reality, the dreamer of fantasy 
of this terrible lie that is "The System". 
 
Raised in "The System" THIS IS ALL YOU HAVE and even all the sentiments and 
good-hearted moral behaviour have been defined for you and none of it is really you. If 
the moral basis of your life has been defined for you, as a programme, then it doesn't 
come naturally from your undefined soul because you are mimicking the programme of 
the bouncing ball of good hearted sentiments and it is all fake, which is why we can 
never seem to end the war, chaos, sickness and disease, destruction, injustice, cruelty, 
harm and all the evidence of annihilation borne out by fantasy, to be repeated soon if 
we do not learn from our misguided ancestors following the bouncing ball (religions, 
occults, esoterics, mythologies, etc). All the contents of all the libraries and cemeteries 
across earth bear the evidence of all this, but still, no one wants to really wake up and 
stop it. 
 
When you go with the truth, you find that your real friends are very few because those 
who will roll their sleeves and stand by you are very rare, but this is what we all have to 
do for each other now, if we are to walk away from this hell hole of our invention and 
complicity. There is no one else to blame; if you love fantasy, then you are fully 
responsible. 
 
This fake patterning programming starts from so very young because the sacredness 
of our parents had already been desecrated so they desecrated the sacredness of the 
space they created for us, just as we desecrate the space for our children by defining 
them and defining everything of their lives for them so that they become caught up in 
all the distractions of the bouncing ball of "The System" that keep them from focusing 
on what really matters, the undefined soul of their real lives. 
 
The addiction to having others tell us how to think and feel and what to do is so strong 
that most of us remain hooked for the whole of our system lives, engaging (conning, 
seducing) others, new or otherwise, to instigate their head inside our heads, creating a 
mind-meld that feeds the need of the addict who must have someone else constantly 
in their heads, moving on to a new source when another one drops off (worn out).  
 
The whole social fabric of "The System", including social media, is this; zombies 
socialising with zombies to find out which voices in their head suit them most so they 
can marry those voices and have children with those voices and educate their children 
with those voices so that their children grow up with those voices and then discover 
other voices that they add to the voices they have grown up with. 
 
But where is the undefined soul of no war, no chaos, no destruction, no domination, no 
harm, no rape, pillage and plunder, no confusion, no doubt or uncertainty or fear.... just 
eternal, enduring peace and calm everywhere with no confusion ever to be 
encountered and experienced anywhere because no one wants anything from anyone 



and no one needs a voice inside their head, ever? The undefined soul not only holds 
the whole dream of life in focus but sees everything clearly without distortion ever 
appearing in focus.  
 
We need the fix of the voices and often feel panicked, alone, helpless and weak when 
those who were the voices in our heads shut off their input, which leads us to find a 
new source of dictating influence to adopt as our thoughts and lifestyle from someone 
who feeds our fragile e-go and nurtures us, giving us a false sense of belonging to the 
addiction all the while they keep us defined, trapped and soulless, no matter the 
intentions of their good hearts. This moving from one fix to the next, one influence to 
the next, leads to psychotic behaviour as our personalities undergo mood swings and 
extreme changes in direction as we change the voices we listen to. 
 
The changing pixellations, the remote flicking channels of the TV, the changing of the 
pages in a book, trash magazine or newspaper, the endless variety of music, 
commercial songs and videos being played are all signs of zombies needing distraction 
because they have no soul. We accept the power of the ticking of the clock, the 
calendar, going to work, the system rules and obligations, the e-motional bondage of 
family ties, including Christmas day, New Year’s Day, Easter, birthdays, name-days, 
saint days, labour days, Queen's Birthday, etc, etc, ALL of which are definitions of the 
voices of "others" that we have been trained to accept.  
 
The alphabet languages we are speaking, and their mathematics and geometry, is just 
another MAN inside our heads. When we go to school and university, there is another 
MAN inside our heads. 
 
And what is the common denominator of all this? 
 
You are allowing all the power to go to the maker of this soulless dream and, just 
because you fall into a maze of defined dreams that is so vast that it seems limitless 
does not mean that there is not one power, originally one MAN, that gains all the power 
and control over all of MAN and all of the resources of land, water and food because 
you are too confused to notice that you are letting this happen. 
 
Everyone lost to the voices in their heads are lost to the shadow of darkness (fantasy) 
and all they can do is destroy reality because they are already destroyed. Only the liar 
can lie and only the destroyed can destroy and only the lost and confused can mislead 
others to be lost and confused too. 
 
Through the generations of expanding that fantasy, we are now producing children 
who are dying before their parents and, over the next few years, we will see more and 
more children dying before they are six, because we are coming to the end of the line 
of reality. We have become disturbed nature, we worship this disturbance and, as we 
pass this disturbance down the generations, we are passing on the legacy of 



destruction of everything of reality, nature and MAN'S living dream of life, until 
NOTHING remains of reality to remind the living who they really are. 
 
All the materialism and consumerism, the "names" of the suburbs and cities you live in 
and all the names of all the commercial products for sale that are stacked on shelves 
or sitting on the floor or in cages, all the infrastructure of "The System" with its 
governments, courts and businesses, even the market stalls and the shops, the 
aeroplanes, the trains, and the cars, are all the result of voices in your head. None of it 
is your dream and the people inside your head defining all this to you don't have your 
undefined soul in their dreams. Why? Because they need to use and abuse you 
because they don't have an undefined soul, and this is what you do to everyone else 
while you don't have an undefined soul. 
 
This voice that you serve, and everything that you do for your "person" is dead and can 
only create destruction. And everything of your person's character, good or bad, is 
fake. 
 
Social media is the ideal platform for allowing our lives to be constantly under the 
influence of strangers who know nothing about us and, generally speaking, do not care 
who we are or what happens to us. We send the fake kisses and emojis across 
cyberspace but where are we when the shit hits the fan in the life of a cyber friend? 
 
All the strangers in your head, whether through social media, music, video, TV, 
Internet, advertising, media, etc, all bring their issues into your life too, and if you don't 
sense/know who you really are, they will influence you and you will be at the effect of 
them. 
 
We have all been trained to ignore the magnificence of the undefined soul so we 
accept the mediocrity of all those inside our heads who tell us how to think and feel 
and what to do with our system lives. Until we let go of the addictions and create 
undefined, living souls, nothing of "The System" will change and we will all continue to 
meander down the Yellow Brick Road of definitions (CONFUSION, CHAOS) all the 
while kidding ourselves that we are on the path of truth, freedom, consciousness, 
peace, calm and abundance. 
 
When someone tells us what consciousness and truth is, or what it is to be a woman or 
a man, or a good parent, or what sexy and beautiful is, or who someone else is and 
what they are like and their interests and hobbies and whether they speak the truth, or 
are a cult, etc, it all comes from the voices in your head. Even when we find out the 
truth about some of the evils of "The System", these are still voices in our heads 
defining "The System" (of our fake lives) for us. 
 
When we listen to a song or watch a movie, there are voices inside our heads, when 
we watch the cricket, go shopping, etc, who we really are is not there. The moment you 



let a voice in your head is the moment you deny the existence of your lighthouse and 
the moment the lighthouse, if you have brought anything of your lighthouse into this 
life, begins to dim, and all you are left with is disturbed nature destroying reality all 
around even as you believe you are doing the right thing and are on the right track. 
The path to hell is paved with good intentions and, in "The System", the road to hell is 
all about listening to the voices of others inside your head that are the domination of 
one MAN over another. 
 
Everyone who dies with voices in their heads has been harvested all their lives and 
they continue to be harvested by the occultists with their fake dreams of universes 
where they become Gods, peopled with the empty vessels of the men and women they 
have harvested. Those without a soul have entered into the fantasy dream worlds and 
they continue being harvested because, without their life energy maintaining the 
fantasy, the fantasy will fade away. They die in the confusion of all the voices in their 
head because there is no eternal soul there and it is all fake, all fantasy. And here we 
all are on social media, in "The System" dying and destroying the family that we think 
we love because we are destroying the reality that they are. 
 
The point of the voices in your head is to turn you into NOTHING, to become the flat-
line of NOTHING real because they do not want you to have a soul, just as all of us do 
not want those around us to have a soul, in spite of us all saying that we do. 
 
You can have all the wealth and jewels of "The System", all the armies, military and 
weapons, all the bureaucracy, all the corporations and control of all the resources but 
you have got NOTHING. You are just playing power and control trips over others 
because FANTASY is all you have.  
 
It is better that they crucify you, chop you up into a thousand pieces and scatter you 
across earth and kill all your children, than to die with a broken will, to have someone 
else inside your head dominating you, leaving you without a soul because the 
undefined soul is all that matters. Nothing else does and, until we are creating 
undefined souls, nothing else we do will get us out of this mess and earth, nature 
reality IS NO MORE. 
 
Can you find a dream that is not a voice in your head? If you can't, you don't have a 
soul and you are just a fake copy of what has been defined for you, the e-go. The only 
way to get out of this mess is to create a living soul and no one can create a soul for 
anyone else or be told how to create one. All we can do is to point out how we are 
trapped and what does NOT create an undefined, living soul but we can never tell you 
how to create yours. 
 
We cannot tell you what your unique, original soul is because you have not created it. 
We cannot tell you how you will create a unique, original soul because that is unique 
and original to you. But you can grow food, although this alone will not create a soul, 



share the abundance, although this alone will not create a soul, speak up against the 
cruelty and injustice you see around you, not to get caught up in the fine details of 
each issue but always from the bigger picture of, “Why do you want to keep MAN from 
the land? Why do you want to destroy the stability, security, peace and calm of this 
family? Why do you want to destroy this MAN’S ability to take care of his family?”  
 
Practise using your senses while ignoring the alphabet thoughts crowding into your 
head about what you are sensing. Create a big picture dream of reality and practise 
holding it, catching your thoughts when they waver and bringing them back, no matter 
how many times you have to do this and no matter how many times you have to push 
the image of you that is self-obsession out of the portrait of the big picture that you 
hold.  
 
Creating a dream of a garden and holding that dream in focus as you plan the garden 
and work in the garden will help you learn to focus on what you are doing in the 
present moment, which you need to be able to do, if you are going to hold the big 
picture of the whole of the reality of MAN’S living dream of life in focus. Giving the food 
away without any expectation of any outcome will help you practise letting go of the 
self-obsession. 
 
How you do any or all of this is unique and original to you and maybe you will do none 
of it and still create an undefined, unique, original soul and maybe you will do all of it 
and not create an undefined, unique, original soul. It is up to you. 
 
-------- 
 
Below are links to a series of photo albums located here 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/photos_albums showing how a rental property 
in East Bowral, NSW Australia, with a land size of somewhere between 1/10 and 
1/16th of an acre around the house was transformed into a flourishing native and food 
garden producing 1.5 ton of living organic food per year, soon to be 2 ton per year with 
all the excess given away for free, and there is plenty of it during harvest times. All of 
this has been done with very little money since 2011/2012. The land was mostly all 
clay with rock and bulldozed work-site garbage underneath, with a struggling lawn that 
could not get properly established because there was no humus or topsoil due to it all 
being bulldozed away when the developers started building the new rural suburb of 
East Bowral back around 1999. ?? 
 
1. How It Looked Before We Started 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10215709374195440.10737
41842.1475329656&type=3  
 



2. 9th & 10th January 2018 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10215709055867482.10737
41840.1475329656&type=3  
 
3. 12th to 15th January 2018 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10215709300633601.10737
41841.1475329656&type=3  
 
4. 15th Jan 2018 to 16th March 2018 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10215708811781380.10737
41839.1475329656&type=3  
 
5. Working Bee Weekend Preparation 5th April 2018 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10215824720319021.10737
41843.1475329656&type=3  
 
6. Building New Garden Bed 7th to 13th April 2018 - 1/2 Way There 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10215887526449135.10737
41844.1475329656&type=3  
 
7. New Garden Bed Update 17th to 20th April 2018 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10215920640676970.10737
41845.1475329656&type=3  
 
8. Garden Update 22nd to 27th April 2018  
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10215991933019234.10737
41846.1475329656&type=3  
 
9. Garden Update 27th June 2018 to 13th July 2018 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10216458484602732.10737
41847.1475329656&type=3  
 
10. Garden Update 17th July 2018  
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10216617405615658.10737
41848.1475329656&type=3  
 
11. Removal Of Leylandii Trees 28th July 2018  
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.10216706916533375.1073741849.14753
29656&type=3  
 
12. Early Spring 2018 Love For Life Garden  
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10217133427235876.10737
41849.1475329656&type=3  
 



13. Love For Life Garden Early-Mid Spring 2018  
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10217297376054494.10737
41845.1475329656&type=3  
 
14. Love For Life Garden Late Spring Early Summer 2018  
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10217820228525479&type=
3  
 
15.  Love For Life Garden Mid-Summer 2018-2019 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10217931094217052&type=
3  
 
----------------------------- 
 
Sanitised 
 
Why on earth would you want to 'execute' anyone? Why would you say something like 
that? I need the services of many of these people to keep me safe. 
 
----------------------------- 
 
Sanitised 
 
This conversation feels like a long lecture. I noticed that your letters to the real estate 
are also unnecessarily long. Have you stopped to think about using just a few 
sentences and sticking to the topic? People are not idiots. They know that the system 
is corrupt, however they are still human beings, hard working individuals, and no one 
deserves to be 'executed' because that means that would make us lawless and violent 
and demonic. 
 
----------------------------- 
 
Sanitised 
 
You're intention is probably not to hurt anyone, but you must be terribly unwise to post 
these kind of conversations on fb knowing that fb has word algorithms. You can easily 
be misunderstood and look like a psychopath, attracting the attention of authorities. It's 
not brave, it's just stupid, sorry. 
 
----------------------------- 
 
Sanitised 
 



Sorry for being so blunt. I've heard all of this before. But the way you say it...it drags on 
and seems obsessive. Sometimes it better to say less and be more to the point. Like I 
said, people are not idiots. They understand, they do not need to be lectured for hours 
about how the system is broken. 
 
----------------------------- 
 
Sanitised 
 
Your garden is very inspiring and I hope you can find a nicer place to live and continue 
inspiring others in a positive way. 
 
----------------------------- 
 
Arthur Cristian 
 
LOLLLLLLLLLLLLL  
 
Are you really sure about all of this? 
 
Do you really want brainwashed zombies still sub-existing posthumously in a fake 
dream-world, the matrix, drones who are already dead with no living undefined soul - 
those who want "The System" protection being part of it, including those who offer it, 
and all of it playing on the broken will of MAN already deeply inculcated with immense 
lies, fantasy, illusion and delusion, mesmerising them with many forms of 
discombobulation - doubt, uncertainty, fear, complacency, apathy, denial, weakness, 
pettiness, scarcity, etc, being some of the many facets of this Freakensteined 
brain(trance)-formation,  
 
or  
 
do you want to exit "The System" in this life where no MAN is hijacked to be harvested 
for a whole lifetime, operating out of fake programs that continue to support the 
disturbed nature of MAN?  
 
It is disturbed nature you are arguing for and standing up for here.  
 
And is it living amongst disturbed nature where your plea to save the drones you need 
to provide you with this fake "safety" that you long for?  
 
Are you really looking out the window of reality and witnessing the immense decay of 
"community immunity" and still believing there is something there in "The System" that 
will keep you safe when, in fact, the very machine you want in place for your services 
and "safety" is the very cause of all the disturbance to "community immunity" where 



certainty, security, stability, reliability, accountability, peace, calm, abundance, full-
liability and full-responsibility have been thrown out the door?  
 
Just whose side are you really on Sanitised?  
 
Surviving the ongoing spoils of rape, pillage and plunder to suit your agenda shows 
clearly who your master is.  
 
If you are already complaining about our writing style and tactical approaches, this 
already shows you have NOTHING to counter what we have shared with you so far in 
this thread and that you are left with NOTHING real on offer bar your criticisms, which 
shows you are running a different agenda here and you have written us off, which is ok 
by us because we don't have any e-motional attachment to any outcomes with what 
you say.  
 
But do you realise that it is good men and women with good hearts who are 
perpetuating "The System" of MAN'S disturbed nature and thus all the problems of 
"The System"?  
 
All you have on offer here is confusion, doubt and uncertainty and a deeply e-motional 
attachment to lies and the support of committing ongoing fraud without any inkling 
appearing here that shows you go where truth takes you. You love the lie (fantasy) and 
doing harm more. 
 
----------------------------- 
 
Sanitised 
 
You sound like a paranoid lunatic. I'm just being honest. Believe me, I have other 
things to do and don't have an 'agenda'. I may sound rude, but you are just as rude 
LOL. I only mean well to you. I think we should end the conversation....otherwise it may 
never end. 
 
----------------------------- 
 
Sanitised 
 
The only 'confusion, doubt and uncertainty' is when I read your writing. Sorry that is 
rude I know. But I give you permission to be rude back to me :) 
 
----------------------------- 
 
Sanitised 
 



Do you understand criticism? I guess I am just analyzing the way you write. It's very 
vague and a mish-mash of too many topics and issues. I can't imagine you writing a 
book and not exhausting your readers. If you pick a topic and write about just that topic 
only then maybe people would be able to understand you better. Your writing seems to 
exude fear and confusion and lacks structure or purpose. If you want to share a 
message, all you need are a few sentences, otherwise you look like you are unable to 
say what you want to say and are not very confident in saying what you want to say 
and therefore it just drags on and on and on... 
 
----------------------------- 
 
Sanitised 
 
I am getting more and more blunt and honest. If you are offended just let me know. 
 
----------------------------- 
 
Arthur Cristian 
 
Do you really love to hijack and impersonate another MAN so you can run pre-
prepared slander rituals which have no basis in reality, in facts.  
 
Where is the evidence to back your claims???  
 
We have clearly shown you, that your writing reveals confusion, doubt, uncertainty, etc, 
and we can back this up.  
 
But you have not been able to do that with our writings.  
 
The only clear evidence of a "paranoid lunatic" comes out of your writings and not from 
ours. To be a paranoid lunatic is to be confused and not to see/sense clearly where 
reality stops and fantasy begins, even though we have shown you clearly, from a much 
bigger picture, how this works.  
 
Your opinions about our writing style mean nothing because all that matters is going 
where the truth takes us and we have shown you the truth and backed up what we say 
but you don't want to look at it.  
 
Please show us where we are lying in what we have shared with you because there 
you will find the evidence of your claims about paranoid lunatics. 
 
No we are not offended - better that people can be brutally honest with each other so 
that we can all get to the truth of the matter. Now let's get on with co-creating paradise 
together and laughing along the way. We appreciate you revealing your full disclosure. 



All the best to you and your family and, you are most welcome to come and visit the 
inspiring garden. :) 
 
And by the way, it's been both of us (Fiona and Arthur) writing here with you :) 
 
Also, if you sense our intentions, you will sense our intentions behind the English 
words we use and if you are disciplined in sticking to the true meanings of the words 
found in the Oxford, Cambridge and Black's Law Dictionaries and Roget's Thesaurus 
and Synonyms, etc, you will find the grammatical structures of our sentences and 
punctuations are clearly communicating our true intentions, that's unless you are prone 
to delusions of grandeur and you add your fantorgasmic meanings to the words, 
phrases, sentences and paragraphs we've used so that our intentions can no longer be 
directly sensed, meaning who we really re is NOT the blimp on your radar and instead, 
you are projecting and illuminating the fantasy of a fake blimp of us on your radar that 
you are imagining to be real. and there you are impersonating us, our intentions, 
characters, etc. :) 
 
Our writing style is not the real issue here, it's your refusal to accept the differences in 
others - you see/sense, who we (MAN) really are/is, is not our "feelings" for that is the 
e-motions of the e-go, the disturbed nature of confused MAN mixing fantasy with reality 
and claiming fantasy is reality. :) We also now depart from this thread to tend to the 
children and the garden hammered by extreme heat waves. 
 
----------------------------- 


